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Target Audience
The primary audience for our course is MBA students. Our pedagogical material is also used
(with minimal adaptation) in executive education. The capstone portion of the course, called the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) Innovation Bootcamp, has been well received
by practitioners, undergraduates, and MBAs alike. In particular, UNLEASH, an innovation lab
with a global set of participants aged 20 to 35, is entirely based on the SDG Bootcamp
material. Over the last five years, more than 2000 students and participants from dozens of
countries have been exposed to our pedagogical material either at INSEAD or during
UNLEASH.

Overview of Pedagogical Material
The course is delivered through three distinct pedagogical approaches that differ in the nature of
student cognitive engagement and level of learning objectives.
1. Case Studies: The course includes twelve cases, nine of which were written by the
authors of this submission. These cases provide a platform for collective discussion and
analysis by introducing fundamental business and science-based sustainability concepts
and their application to a wide variety of social and environmental challenges. This
serves two purposes. First, it offers examples of innovative business models designed to
generate profits while also addressing global sustainability challenges. Second, it
provides students with a toolkit of managerial frameworks with which they can analyze,
evaluate, improve, and create their own innovative business models designed to align
profits and societal impact.
2. Blog post discussions: Students write three blog posts that explore and extend the
business and sustainability concepts examined in the case study sessions. The first blog
post students create focuses on the positive and negative social implications of a digital
transformation of their choice. The second addresses the challenges and opportunities
that Climate Change presents to an industry of their interest. In the final blog post,
students pinpoint the most central UN Sustainable Development Goals for an industry of
their choice. They then propose or identify an innovative business model that addresses
the SDG goals that they identified as particularly relevant for the sector. Examples of
blog posts created by students can be found at http://insead.edublogs.org.
3. SDG Innovation Bootcamp: The capstone portion of the course is a new, immersive
learning experience which provides students a platform to apply the business and
sustainability concepts learned previously in the course. Teams of students complete
self-directed activities to frame a sustainable development problem, ideate solutions,
and prototype their chosen solution. The SDG Innovation Bootcamp lets students
progress at their own pace, applying the tools they deem most relevant for them.
Additionally, the bootcamp helps students learn how to frame a problem and obtain
unique, actionable insights - critical first step in innovating solutions address the world’s
broad and complex sustainability challenges. The final take-away from the bootcamp, a
toolkit of activities, ensures that the students can continue to develop their ideas and
apply the learned processes in their future business and sustainability endeavors.
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These three types of materials—cases, blog posts, and the bootcamp—support distinct
pedagogical approaches which are intended to build upon one another to progressively advance
students’ level of learning in the course. In alignment with pedagogical theories such as Bloom’s
Taxonomy and Higher Order Thinking Skills, each module of the course begins with the
application and analysis of core concepts (through cases), then advances to the synthesis of
those concepts through student-driven proposals and evaluation of real-world innovative
business models (the blog posts), and then culminates with the creation of sustainability
solutions through the SDG Innovation Bootcamp capstone.
Together, our material creates a new pedagogical experience for students that differs from
traditional classroom and case-based approaches in two important ways. First, the material
engages students as active learners and future agents of change, continuously encouraging
students to connect the concepts from class to their own experience and interests. Second,
through the SDG Innovation Bootcamp, students have the opportunity to apply and, ultimately,
create innovative business models and solutions for global sustainability problems.
We also provide extensive teaching material for instructors in the appendices of this proposal.
This includes slides, teaching plans, recordings of sessions, versions of all unpublished case
studies, and detailed activity descriptions. While all of this material is intended to provide a self contained course for faculty elsewhere to adopt, we also provide our contact information to
encourage interested instructors to reach out for additional content if they so desire.

Pedagogical Objectives
The goal of this course is to equip managers with tools and frameworks that will allow them to
analyze, evaluate, improve, and create innovative business models that are profitable and
generate positive environmental and social impact. Ultimately, our objective is for students to
use the course's tools to, in the short-term, improve the profitability and sustainability of the
organizations that they work in and, in the long-term, design and manage economic, social, and
environmental systems that are sustainable. Hence, our course takes a modern approach to
sustainability and views economic, social, and environmental systems as being intertwined.
We recognize that, in order to achieve global sustainability goals, our students must assume the
role of agents of change and become key players in the transformation of current unsustainable
economic systems. We understand that assuming this role is not an easy task for MBA students
that are under pressure to find jobs and often straddled with debt. Thus, we take a "flipped"
approach. Instead of simply exposing students to sustainability and business cases and
concepts, we provide students various opportunities to reflect on their role in society and to
identify and analyze sustainability problems that are meaningful to them and relevant to their
expertise. Beyond case studies, the pedagogical tools that we use include reflection and self assessment questions, as well as blog posts that students write, share, and comment on.
However, the most innovative pedagogical tool in our course is the "capstone" UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) Bootcamp which arms students with a problem-solving design
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methodology and toolkit that leverages their personal motivations and can be applied to future
challenges at the intersection of business and social and environmental sustainability.
Our course highlights three key management competencies through a sustainability lens: (i)
problem framing and design thinking, (ii) risk and cost analysis and management, and (iii) value
chain management and self-regulation. The case-based component of the course addresses
these three competencies through twelve case studies (nine of which are authored by the
course designers) that analyze how businesses can push the "Pareto frontier" of profitability and
sustainability. The cases that address competency (i) focus on social impact in both developed
and developing countries, and introduce concepts such as the base of the pyramid, poverty
traps, food deserts, and education access. For competency (ii), our cases examine topics such
as life-cycle analysis, circular economy, carbon emissions, green technology, and climate
change. The cases related to competency (iii) blend social and environmental aspects of
sustainability and analyze industry self-regulation, supplier compliance and child labor, social
and environmental implications of new technology (Blockchain and Vertical Farms), and
sustainable value-chain transformation.
In order to promote higher levels of learning, each of the three competency-based modules
concludes with a session where students write, post online, and present an essay related to
management, profitability, and sustainability. These blog posts are available publicly online
through the course's blog. In order to keep the blog posts science-based, in the class(es) before
each blog post session, the instructor introduces the topic in class, covers the economic and
scientific foundation for the blog posts, and offers ample scientific material (such as the IPCC
reports and development economic articles) to students.
In their first blog post, students write on the social implications and business opportunities
related to technology disruption (sample 1and sample 2). The second blog post focuses on the
business challenges and opportunities related to climate change (sample 1 and sample 2). In
the final blog post, students apply the concepts discussed in class to either propose or examine
in detail an innovative business model that is profitable and sustainable (sample 1 and sample
2). An important component of the blog posts is that students must comment on each other's
posts and also present them in class. We have found that this leads to high-quality posts, a
significant amount of peer learning, and increases the number of examples available in the
course by an order of magnitude.
The capstone portion of the class is the SDG Innovation Bootcamp: an immersive learning
experience which provides students a platform to apply what they learned in the course.
Through the self-directed, gamified format of the SDG Bootcamp, students learn a clear process
and toolkit – which we call the SDG Innovation Process – for developing scalable solutions that
positively impact people, planet, and prosperity. Students work together in small teams in an
intense environment and learn through experiential education – by actually defining and solving
societal challenges themselves with the guidance of professors.
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The SDG Innovation Bootcamp has three unique features relative to traditional pedagogical
methods: (i) it focuses on letting students drive their own innovation journey, (ii) it is adaptable
to each student’s unique needs and personal motivations through a self-paced, tailorable
curriculum, and (iii) it provides a framework that is applicable to future sustainability innovations
and problem solving. Additionally, unlike most innovation-focused courses that start with a
defined problem or a specific client, the SDG Innovation Bootcamp prepares students to work in
the broad field of sustainability where problems can be poorly or incorrectly defined, allowing
them to tackle the critical first step of framing a problem prior to developing a solution. This
focus on problem framing, similar to the reflection during the case studies and blog posts,
ensures that students connect course concepts to their own experiences. Beyond INSEAD, the
curriculum of this Bootcamp is used in corporate training and is the basis for the UNLEASH
Innovation Lab for 1000 participants.
At the end of the course, teams pitch their solutions to course instructors, course participants,
and external evaluators.The Innovation Process has the following five phases:
1. Problem Framing: Exploring insights and frictions in global challenges and framing a
problem based on actionable insights.
2. Ideation: Conceptualizing solutions that address the problem framing, meet the needs of
the users, and fit into the needed role in the ecosystem.
3. Prototyping: Creating quick physical representations of the idea with minimal effort so
the idea can then be presented to potential users and stakeholders for feedback.
4. Testing: Having users and stakeholders experience the solution in order to gather
feedback, answer questions, and test assumptions. This leads to learning, adapting and
iterating to refine the solution.
5. Implementing: Taking the steps needed to go to market or launch the solution, thus
creating positive social and environmental impact.
The capstone portion of our course focuses on the first three phases – Problem Framing,
Ideation, and Prototyping. Teams may choose to advance to the fourth and fifth phases through
independent studies and projects mentored by faculty.
A summary of course material is presented in Table 1, with complete references for the focal
cases presented in the section that follows. The material for the course is modular: instructors
might use only the case based components, the blog posts, the Bootcamp, or all of the material.
Furthermore, much of our material directly translates to an executive or corporate setting. For
example, the Risk and Cost Analysis/Management portion of the course can be used for a day
of executive education.
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Table 1: Course Material Organized by Module and Level of Learning Outcomes
(reference list is in the next page)

Aligning Profit and Impact Through Business Model Innovation

Analyze / Apply
(case-based
pedagogy)

Problem Framing
and Design
Thinking

Risk and Cost Analysis
/ Management

Value Chain
Management and
Self-regulation

Calmon et al. 2017
(Essmart)

Calmon et. al. 2019
(Emma Shoes) and Lee
et.al. 2009
(Herman-Miller)

Bartlett et.al. 2006
(Ikea) and
Calmon et. al. 2018a
(SAC)

Drake et al. 2014b
(HeidelbergCement)

Brownworth 2018
(Blockchain) and
Calmon et. al. 2018b
(Vertical Farms)

Drake et al. 2014a
(Whole Foods)
Drake et al. 2016
(Ekal Vidyalaya)

Calmon 2018
(Better Place Game)

Drake et al. 2015
(Unilever)
Synthesize
(blog posts)

Social Impact through
Digital Transformation
Blog Posts

Create
(“bootcamp”)

Climate Change
Challenges and
Opportunities Blog Posts

Business Model
Innovation and the
SDGs Blog Posts

Capstone: SDG Innovation Bootcamp
Stenson 2019
Key:

Red text = Social impact;
Green text = Environmental impact;
Purple text = Both social and environmental impact
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List of Focal Cases
Bartlett, Christopher A., Vincent Marie Dessain, and Anders Sjoman. "IKEA's Global Sourcing
Challenge: Indian Rugs and Child Labor (A)." Harvard Business School Case 906-414, May
2006. (Revised November 2006.)
Brownworth, A. "Blockchain 101 - Parts 1 and 2". 2018, https://anders.com/blockchain/
Calmon, A.P., Nanjie, A. Romero. G., 2017. "Essmart: Contracts and Risk in the Base of the
Pyramid". INSEAD Case (Open source version in Appendix 2)
Calmon, A.P. 2018, "Better Place Game". INSEAD Case (open version in Appendix 8)
Calmon, A.P., Van Wassenhove, L. 2018a. "From Fast Fashion to Sustainable Apparel: The
Making of the SAC". INSEAD Case 718-0078-1
Calmon, A.P., Koury, W., Yücesan, E. 2018b. "Vertical Farms", INSEAD Case (open version in
Appendix 11)
Calmon, A.P., Van Wassenhove, L. 2019. "Emma Shoes: Designing a Circular Shoe". INSEAD
Case (open version in Appendix 6)
Drake, D. F., R. Buell, M. Barton, T. Jones, K. Keverian, J. Stock. 2014a. “Whole Foods: The
Path to 1,000 Stores.” Harvard Business School Case 615-019
Drake, D. F., P. R. Kleindorfer, L. N. Van Wassenhove. 2014b. “HeidelbergCement: The Baltic
Kiln Decision.” Harvard Business School Case 614-025.
Drake, D. F., J. H. Hammond, M. G. Preble. 2015. “Unilever: Combating Global Food Waste.”
Harvard Business School Case 615-040.
Drake, D. F., N. Bhattacharya, P. Godbole, and A. Saigal. 2016. “Ekal Vidyalaya: Education for
Rural India” Harvard Business School Case 617-021.
Lee, D. and Bony, L.J., 2009. "Cradle-to-cradle design at Herman Miller: moving toward
environmental sustainability". Harvard Business School Case 607-003, May 2007. (Revised
December 2009.)
Stenson, J. 2019. “Sustainable Development Goals Innovation Process Activity Cards”. (Work
based on UNLEASH Activity Cards by Stenson et. al. 2018.)
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Overview of Course Structure
The following table outlines the session and module structure of the course.
Table 2: Course Structure

Session

Module

Session name
Introduction: Business Model Innovation
for Social and Environmental
Sustainability

1

Teaching
resources

A.1 Video and
slides

Focal reading: Yunus et. al. 2010
Designing Contracts and Managing Risk
in the Base of the Pyramid

2
Problem framing
and Design
Thinking
3

Focal Reading: Essmart Case
Eliminating Food Deserts Through
Business Model Innovation
Focal Reading: Whole Foods
Expanding Education Access at the Base
of the Pyramid

4

A.2 Case study,
videos, and slides

A.3 Teaching plan,
doc cam materials,
and closing slides

A.4 Teaching plan
and closing slides

Focal Reading: Ekal Vidyalaya

5

Synthesis: Blog
Session 1

Social Impact of Digital Transformation
Blog Posts

A5. Sample posts,
slides

Reading: See session Description
Cradle to Cradle Design and Circular
Economy
6
Focal Reading: Emma Shoes/Herman
Miller

7

Risk and Cost
Analysis /
Management

Climate Policy Scenario Planning and
Analysis
Focal Reading: HeidelbergCement
Challenges of Disseminating new Green
Technologies

8
Focal Activity: Better Place Role Playing
Game

A.6 Case study,
videos, and slides

A.7 Teaching plan,
free money game,
doc cam materials,
and closing slides
A.8 Game
description and
debrief slides

8

Climate Change Blog Posts
9

Synthesis: Blog
Session 2

Focal Reading: IPCC AR5 (and related
material described in the session)
Self-regulation: Ikea and the Sustainable
Apparel Coalition

10

Focal Reading: SAC case

11

Value Chain
Management
and Selfregulation

Technology as a driver of innovative
business models: Blockchain and Vertical
Farms - boom or buzz?

A.9 Sample posts,
slides

A.10 Link to
teaching note,
video, and slides

A.11 Open case,
slides

Focal video: Anders Blockchain Demo
Eliminating food waste: The evolution of
value chains into ecosystems
Focal Reading: Unilever

A.12 Teaching
plan, doc cam
materials, and
closing slides

Business Model Innovation and the SDGs
Blog Post

A.13 Sample posts,
slides

14

The SDG Innovation Process and format
of the SDG Bootcamp

A.14 Overview of
SDG Innovation
Process and
activity cards

15-16

Leveraging Actionable Insights to Frame
a Global Challenge

A.15 Problem
framing activity
cards

17-18

Ideation and Selection Based on
Feasibility and Impact

A.16 Ideation
activity cards

19-20

Feedback Through Enabling Users to
Experience the Solution

A.17 Prototyping
activity cards

21-22

Pitches and Preparing for Implementation

12

13

Synthesis: Blog
Session 3

Capstone: SDG
Innovation
Bootcamp
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Session Details
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Session 1: Business Model Innovation for Social and Environmental Sustainability
Description: In this introductory session, we revisit fundamental concepts of operations
management and business model innovation through the lens of sustainability. We examine
three business models that align profits and positive social and environmental impact: Grameen
Phone, Grameen Danone, and Zeta Design+Build. We also discuss the definition of social
businesses and the "myth" that profit and sustainability are incompatible. We end the session
with a discussion of planetary boundaries and outline the rest of the course.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Describe planetary boundaries and the UN Sustainable Development Goals;
● Critique the definition of social business defined in Yunus et.al. 2010;
● Examine how operations management tools such as postponement, modularity, and
pooling can be used to design innovative business models to achieve sustainability
goals;
● Articulate (are at least start to reflect on) why sustainability is important for managers
and business leaders.
Required Reading: Yunus, M., Moingeon, B. and Lehmann-Ortega, L., 2010. Building social
business models: Lessons from the Grameen experience. Long range planning, 43(2-3),
pp.308-325.
Assignment: Please submit answers to the following questions before class:
1) Are social and environmental sustainability issues an important concern for you
personally? Why is this important or not important for you?
2) How might these issues affect your professional life in business or an organization
(positive and/or negatively)?
3) How might these issues impact your decision-making as a future leader?
4) If these are important issues for you, what personal actions could you take to achieve a
positive sustainable outcome? If these issues are not important for you, how might you
manage social expectations on these matters when you are a leader?
5) Do you agree with the definition of social business in “Building social business models:
lessons from the Grameen experience”? Why? Why not?
Optional Readings and activities (for before or after class):
● UN Sustainable Development Goals and the Better Business, Better World report.
● Steffen, W., Richardson, K., Rockström, J., Cornell, S.E., Fetzer, I., Bennett, E.M.,
Biggs, R., Carpenter, S.R., et.al., 2015. Planetary boundaries: Guiding human
development on a changing planet. Science, 347(6223),
● Stuchtey, Martin, Per-Anders Enkvist, and Klaus Zumwinkel. 2016. A Good Disruption:
Redefining Growth in the Twenty-First Century. 1 edition. Bloomsbury Business.
Teaching Resources: The resources available in Appendix 1 are:
● Slides used when the session was taught at INSEAD in 2018
● A link to a recording of Andre Calmon teaching a version of this session in 2016.
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Session 2: Designing Contracts and Managing Risk in the Base of the Pyramid
Description: We examine the business model and operational challenges faced by Essmart, a
social enterprise that distributes life-improving goods to Base of the Pyramid (BoP) consumers
using an innovative business model. Essmart's case serves as a basis to discuss poverty traps,
risk management in developing countries, and the use of technology to achieve social and
environmental goals.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Describe what is a poverty trap and relate it to market entry strategies in the BoP
● Analyze the risks and costs faced by different players in Essmart's value chain and how
this leads to supply not reaching demand
● Assess how Essmart is managing these risks and costs and identify growth barriers
● Examine how marketing and after-sales service can be used to manage risk and act as
strategic substitutes.
● (Optional. Can be revisited in Session 6) Identify the challenges of managing a circular
value chain and design KPI's that align short-term and long-term goals of circular
systems.
Required Reading: Calmon, A.P., Nanjie, A. Romero. G., 2017. "Essmart: Contracts and Risk
in the Base of the Pyramid". INSEAD Case (Open source version in Appendix 2)
Assignment: The assignment is available in Appendix 2. The last question in the assignment is
quantitative and can be used before or after session 6 instead.
Optional Readings and activities (for before or after class):
● Play the game Spent.
● Prahalad, C. K. 2009. "The Fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid: Eradicating Poverty
Through Profits". 5th Revised, Updated ed. edition. Upper Saddle River, New Jersey:
Pearson FT Press.
● Barrett, C.B., Teevrat G., and McBride, L.. "Well-being dynamics and poverty traps."
Annual Review of Resource Economics 8 (2016): 303-327.
● Calmon, A.P., Jue-Rajasingh, D., Romero G., and Stenson, J.. "Operations Strategy at
the Base of the Pyramid: Consumer Education and Reverse Logistics in a Durable
Goods Supply Chain", Working Paper, 2018. Here is the corresponding INSEAD
Knowledge Article.
● Banerjee, A.V. and Duflo, E., 2007. The economic lives of the poor. Journal of economic
perspectives, 21(1), pp.141-168.
Teaching Resources: The resources available in Appendix 2 are:
● A copy of the required reading and assignment;
● Slides used when the session was taught at INSEAD in 2018;
● A link to a recording of Andre Calmon teaching this session in 2016.
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Session 3: Eliminating Food Deserts Through Business Model Innovation
Description: We analyze the growth targets set by Whole Foods, which necessitated
expansion into new and diverse markets. As part of this strategy, Whole Foods committed to
entering regions known as "food deserts"⎼⎼areas, often defined in part by poverty, with limited
access to affordable and nutritious food.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Identify and analyze key challenges in selecting new markets for service locations,
● Describe the issue of food deserts and examine strategies to alleviate them,
● Analyze cost & strategic implications of incremental innovations to a business model,
with a focus on entering low-income markets.
Required Reading:
● Drake, D. F., R. Buell, M. Barton, T. Jones, K. Keverian, J. Stock. 2014a. “Whole Foods:
The Path to 1,000 Stores.” Harvard Business School Case 615-019
Assignments: Please consider the following questions as you prepare:
1) What is your assessment of Whole Foods’ growth strategy and, particularly, their goal of
1,000 stores?
2) How should Lannon evaluate locations for potential Whole Foods stores? What should
his criteria be? Why?
3) Is Whole Foods well-positioned to tackle the issue of food deserts? If so, why? If not,
why not?
4) As Whole Foods proceeds with their plans to locate stores in food deserts, what do you
expect their principle challenges will be? How would you address those challenges?
Additional Reading (for before class)
● Ver Ploeg, M. “Access to Affordable, Nutritious Food Is Limited in ‘Food Deserts’”. March
1, 2010. United States Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service.
Optional Reading (for after class)
● Bomkamp, S. “Whole Foods gets personal in effort to impress Englewood”. January 7,
2016. Chicago Tribune.
● Lempert, P. “365 by Whole Foods: 7 days after opening, there’s a lot to question”. June
2, 2016. Forbes.
Teaching Resources: The resources available in Appendix 3 are:
● Teaching plan
● Document camera materials
● Closing slides
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Session 4: Expanding Education Access at the Base of the Pyramid
Description: In 1986, a group of social entrepreneurs reimagined education in India, developing
a low-cost, "one-teacher school" model to provide educational access in regions that had
proven cost prohibitive for government schools. More than a quarter century later, in 2014, the
Ekal network included over 54,000 schools. However, with the emergence of India as a
burgeoning economic power, government schools had received the mandate and funds to
extend their reach to many of the regions that Ekal serves.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Conduct a needs assessment, identify operating priorities given those needs, and then
develop the foundations for an operating strategy that delivers on those priorities.
● Analyze an operating model to assess not only how well it is aligned with its value
proposition, but to also assess the challenges to future growth embedded in its design.
● Contrast the development of a new business model to address a social need to the
adaptation of an existing model (drawing on Whole Foods from the preceding session).
Required Reading:
● Drake, D. F., N. Bhattacharya, P. Godbole, and A. Saigal. 2016. “Ekal Vidyalaya:
Education for Rural India” Harvard Business School Case 617-021.
Assignments: Please consider the following questions as you prepare:
1) Consider rural life in India as described in the case. How are the education needs in this
setting distinct from those in more developed regions? What factors contributed to
government schools’ failure to serve these rural areas?
2) Considering the needs identified above and the failure points of government schools.
What should be the operating priorities of a system of schools designed for rural India?
How does Ekal Vidyalaya deliver or fail to deliver on those priorities?
3) What are Ekal’s most significant constraints to growth? With these in mind, if you were
Shyamji Gupta, what would be your plan for Ekal going forward? Why?
4) Imagine the Poplis tackling Whole Foods’ food desert challenge. How would they have
approached the issue; what would a Popli-style solution have been for urban food
deserts in the US?
Further, Optional Reading (outside class)
● Banerjee, A.V., Banerjee, A. and Duflo, E., 2011. Poor economics: A radical rethinking of
the way to fight global poverty. Public Affairs.
● Link to related website: https://www.pooreconomics.com/about-book
Teaching Resources: The resources available in Appendix 4 are:
● Teaching plan
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Session 5: Social Impact of Digital Transformation Blog Posts
Description: The goal of this session is to promote peer learning and a discussion on the
positive and negative social implications of technology. The exercise gives students an
opportunity to "synthesize" the learnings of the first module of the course. Students should post
their write-ups to the class blog (ideally) 24 hours before the session, should prepare a 5-minute
presentation, and they should comment on at least three of their peer's posts. The blog post can
be done individually or as a group (we have found that group work leads to higher-quality work).
Instructors are encouraged to also discuss a sustainability topic usually not covered by blog
posts, such as the role of technology in promoting gender equality.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Describe a few technologies and examine how they are enabling innovative sustainable
business models;
● Analyze in detail one specific technology and its impact on a value chain or business;
Required Reading: Read and comment on at least three other blog posts.
Assignment: Please read the instructions below and post your write-up to the class blog 24
hours before the start of the session (up to 1000 words):
Choose a value chain that you are familiar with whose business models are being transformed
by new digital technology (Cloud, IoT, Blockchain, Servicization, Digital Marketplaces, etc).
Describe the technology and a new business model that is emerging in this value chain, how it
leverages new technology and its effects on various stakeholders in this value chain. Analyze
how this new technology impacts the short-term and long-term social and/or environmental
performance of this value chain.
- Note 1: Feel free to focus on a whole supply chain or industry or on just a single
company.
- Note 2: Read and comment on at least 3 other posts before class. Some possible
comments are: How does this case compare/contrast with the case in your post? What
did you find interesting in the post? What did you learn? What are your concerns? Any
additional info? Be ready to discuss in class.
Optional readings that might be useful for the exercise: Potentially usefull resources can be
found in our crowdsourced course reading list. If instructors wish to discuss gender equality and
technology, a recent interview with the head of UN Women could be useful, as well as the
example of the Telephone Ladies from Session 1 and the references on microfinance.
Teaching Resources:
● The INSEAD class blog can be found here: http://insead.edublogs.org/
● Instructions on how to post on the class Edublogs blog is located in Appendix 5
● Here are a few sample posts from previous years: sample 1, sample 2, sample 3.
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Session 6: Cradle to Cradle Design and Circular Economy
Description: We introduce environmental sustainability concepts such as Life-Cycle
Assessment (LCA), Cradle-to-Cradle (C2C) and Circular Economy. We examine and contrast
the challenges of implementing a "circular" initiative in two different companies: Herman Miller
and Emma Shoes. We also discuss how to design sustainability metrics and analyze innovative
"circular" business models. (This session can also be used in a half-day of executive education.)
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Describe what is LCA and some of the limitations of environmental performance metrics;
● Contrast LCA and C2C and the examine the role of systems-thinking in designing
environmental KPIs;
● Evaluate the challenges of implementing a circular initiative in a company. In particular,
the students examine the challenge of reverse logistics, changing organizational
behavior, and supplier relationship;
● Analyze how a circular economy required new business models and how this creates
challenges for incumbents.
Required Reading: There are two case readings for this session (instructors can also just
assign one and use the other in class):
● Calmon, A.P., Van Wassenhove, L. 2019. "Emma Shoes: Designing a Circular Shoe".
INSEAD Case (open and abridged version in Appendix 6)
● Lee, D. and Bony, L.J., 2009. "Cradle-to-cradle design at Herman Miller: moving toward
environmental sustainability". Harvard Business School Case 607-003, May 2007.
Assignment: Please submit answers to the following questions before class:
1) Should Herman Miller (HM) use PVC or TPU in the Mirra Chair arm pad? (ii) What is
your assessment of how HM implemented the C2C protocol? (iii) Why did HM
undertake this strategic environmental initiative?
2) Should Emma launch the "circular shoe"? What are some additional challenges that they
face compared to HM? What additional information would you need to decide on
launching the circular shoe?
Optional readings (for before or after class):
● Braungart, Michael, William McDonough, and Andrew Bollinger. "Cradle-to-cradle
design: creating healthy emissions–a strategy for eco-effective product and system
design." Journal of cleaner production 15.13 (2007): 1337-1348. “The Circular
Economy : Nature News & Comment.” 2017.
● McKinsey report (2016): The circular economy: Moving from theory to practice.
Teaching Resources: The resources available in Appendix 6 are:
● An open and abridged version of the Emma Shoes case (for a full version contact
andre.calmon@insead.edu)
● Link to a recording of Andre Calmon teaching a version of this session in 2016
● Slides for this session
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Session 7: Climate Policy Scenario Planning and Analysis
Description: We analyze what had once been a straight-forward capacity replacement
decision, which is now made far more complex and riskier due to uncertainties related to
emissions regulation. The decision provides the scaffolding to introduce emissions regulation
policy as a means to combat climate change, develop a scenario planning framework, and
discuss how optionality can help mitigate risk.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Describe emissions regulations, its goals, potential adverse effects, and how it can
impact firms’ decision-making.
● Apply scenario analysis frameworks to analyze decisions with highly uncertain outcomes,
identify potential futures through the framework, and determine best option in each future.
● Identify and describe real options and their value drivers, and distinguish a valuable
option to postpone a decision from simply deferring a difficult decision.
Required Reading:
● Drake, D. F., P. R. Kleindorfer, L. N. Van Wassenhove. 2014b. “HeidelbergCement: The
Baltic Kiln Decision.” Harvard Business School Case 614-025.
Assignments: Please consider the following questions as you prepare:
1) Assuming that postponing the decision was not an option, how should von Achten
replace the expiring kiln in Kunda? Why? How does the possibility of postponing the
decision change your recommendation, if at all?
2) HeidelbergCement faces a considerably more uncertain world today than they did in the
past. Which of the uncertainties facing HeidelergCement are you most concerned
about? How would you recommend they address these uncertainties and concerns?
3) What are the environmental implications of each of HeidelbergCement’s available
options and, in particular, the option you recommend?
Optional Reading (for after class)
● Drake, D. F., R. Just. 2016. “Ignore, Avoid, Abandon, and Embrace: What Drives Firm
Responses to Environmental Regulation?” In Environmentally Responsible Supply
Chains, edited by Atalay Atasu. New York, NY: Springer, pages 199-222.
● Garvin, D. A., L. Levesque. 2005. “A Note on Scenario Planning.” Harvard Business
School Background Note 306-003. (Revised July 2006.)
Teaching Resources: The resources available in Appendix 7 are:
● Description of Kiln Decision spreadsheet (for spreadsheet, email: dfdrake@colorado.edu)
● Teaching plan
● Free money game (1-slide)
● Document camera materials
● Closing slides
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Session 8: Challenges of Disseminating New Green Technologies
Description: Students play a role-playing game that highlights the challenges of disseminating
new green technologies. The game is centered around Better Place, an electric vehicle
company, entering a new (fictional) market. The game and debrief examine the difficulty of
aligning the incentives of the multiple stakeholders (government, investors, incumbent, and
Better Place) needed for green technology introduction. We also analyze the interplay between
business model innovation and new sustainable technologies.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Describe and analyze the role of the government, investors, incumbents, and startups in
introducing green technology.
● Examine how consumer "range anxiety" affects the design and viability of business
models centered around electric vehicles;
● Evaluate the mistakes made by Better Place's leadership in the design and scaling of
their business model.
Required Reading: There are no readings for this session. However, students are required to
view two videos:
● The video "Electric Dreams" by David Brill and aired on SBS Dateline in 2011;
● Shai Agassi's TED Talk from 2009.
Assignment: Read your assigned role before class. All role descriptions are available in
Appendix 8.
Optional readings for after class:
● Chafkin, M. (2014). A broken place: the spectacular failure of the startup that was going
to change the world. Fast Company.
● McKinsey report (2016): The circular economy: Moving from theory to practice.
Teaching Resources: The resources available in Appendix 8 are:
● A recording of Andre Calmon teaching the introduction to the game in 2016.
● A description of the game and each player's role;
● Game debrief slides.
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Session 9: Climate Change Blog Posts
Description: The goal of this session is to promote peer learning and discussion on the impact
of Climate Change on business and society. The class readings provide a science-based
overview of Climate Change, and students then write on potential negative and positive
implications for an industry they have experience or are interested. The blog post gives
students an opportunity to "synthesize" the learnings of the second module of the course.
Students post their write-ups to the class blog (ideally) 24 hours before the session, prepare a
5-minute presentation, and comment on at least three of their peer's posts. The blog post can
be done individually or as a group. Instructors are encouraged to discuss Climate Change as a
"wicked problem" and recap game-theoretic concepts such as the tragedy of the commons.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Apply the tools covered in the course to examine the impact of Climate Change in an
industry or company of their interest, and describe the consequences of climate change
in at least two other industries;
● Analyze Climate Change as a "wicked problem" and evaluate the role of business in
addressing this challenge;
Required Reading: Read and comment on at least three other blog posts.
Assignment: Please read the instructions below and post your write-up to the class blog 24
hours before the start of the session (up to 1000 words):
Choose a company that you are familiar with or are interested in and examine how the
company's business model will be affected (positively or negatively) by Climate Change.
Describe how the company's business model will be affected, the steps the company is taking
to mitigate these effects, and describe and justify what additional steps you think the
organization should consider implementing.
- Note: Read and comment on at least 3 other posts before class. Some possible
comments are: How does this case compare/contrast with the case in your post? What
did you find interesting in the post? What did you learn? What are your concerns? Any
additional info? Be ready to discuss in class.
Optional readings that might be useful for the exercise: Potentially useful resources can be
found in our crowdsourced course reading list. For basic science, two valuable resources are:
● The synthesis report of the IPCC AR5;
● NASA''s website on Climate Change.
Teaching Resources:
● The INSEAD class blog can be found here: http://insead.edublogs.org/ . This exercise
was inspired by a similar exercise at HBS.
● Here are a few sample posts from previous years: sample 1, sample 2, sample 3
● Debrief slides are available in Appendix 9
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Session 10: Self-Regulation: IKEA and the Sustainable Apparel Coalition
Description: Nearly all industries have at least one self-regulation organization. In recent years,
companies have also increasingly attempted to self-regulate and enforce standards in global
value chains, in lieu of government regulation. In this session, we draw concepts from from
public policy, lean manufacturing, and operations strategy to examine two cases: (i) how IKEA
dealt with child labor issues in its supply chain and (ii) how the Sustainable Apparel Coalition
(SAC) is attempting to improve social and environmental standards in the apparel industry. We
use these cases to discuss and analyze different mechanisms and processes a firm can use to
enforce social and environmental standards in its value chain.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Describe pros and cons of different mechanisms for ensuring supplier compliance;
● Analyze the role of processes related passive inspection ("fire alarms"), active inspection
("police patrol"), and contracts and incentives ("fire extinguishers") to address social and
environmental issues in supply chains;
● Discuss the implications of "firing" a supplier that commits a labor or social violation;
● Assess the strategic role of self-regulating organizations (such as the SAC) in various
industries;
● Identify the relevance of lean startup concepts to scaling self-regulating initiatives, and
critique the SAC's growth strategy.
Required Reading and viewing: Before class, students should view a segment from John
Oliver's Last Week Tonight on the apparel industry and read:
● Calmon, A.P., Van Wassenhove, L. 2018a. "From Fast Fashion to Sustainable Apparel:
The Making of the SAC". INSEAD Case 718-0078-1
● Bartlett, C. A.,Dessain, V., and Sjoman, A. "IKEA's Global Sourcing Challenge: Indian
Rugs and Child Labor (A)." Harvard Business School Case 906-414, May 2006.
Assignment: Please consider the following question as you prepare:
1) Why has the western apparel industry not been able to eliminate child labor from their
value chains?
2) Do you think the SAC will be successful in creating "an apparel, footwear, and home
textiles industry that produces no unnecessary environmental harm and has a positive
impact on the people and communities associated with its activities"?
Teaching Resources: A teaching note for the SAC case is available on Case Centre. The
resources available in Appendix 10 are:
● Slides used when the session was taught at INSEAD in 2017
● A recording of Andre Calmon teaching this session in 2016.
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Session 11: Technology as a Driver of Innovative Business Models: Blockchain and
Vertical Farms - Boom or Buzz?
Note: This session is usually reserved for a guest speaker working on vertical farms or on the
applications of Blockchain (or some other tech) to achieve both social and business objectives.
However, over the years enough pedagogical material was developed for a standalone session
on these topics.
Description: We take a deep dive into the social and environmental implications of two
technologies: Blockchain and Vertical Farms. In the first part of the session we use Blockchain
as a basis to examine the value of traceability in supply chains. In the second part we use
Vertical Farms as a basis to analyze some of the main challenges in managing agricultural
supply chains and the implications of Climate Change on global food supply chains. This
session illustrates how technology can enable innovative business models that align profits and
impact.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Describe how Bitcoin's Blockchain works;
● Evaluate if Blockchain can be used to improve supply chain traceability and critique realworld use cases;
● Identify the main risks and costs associated to managing agricultural supply chains, such
as seasonality, yield variability, and perishability. Evaluate how these risks are
exacerbated by Climate Change;
● Assess how Vertical Farming and, more generally, controlled environment agriculture,
can be used to disrupt food production systems.
Required Reading: Before class, students should:
● View: Brownworth, A. "Blockchain 101 - Parts 1 and 2". 2018,
https://anders.com/blockchain,
● Read: Calmon, A.P., Koury, W., Yücesan, E. 2018b. "Vertical Farms", INSEAD Case
(open version in Appendix 11)
Assignment: Please consider the following question as you prepare:
1) What are some advantages and disadvantages of Blockchain compared to a traditional
database? How could this technology be used to improve traceability in supply chains?
2) What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of a Vertical Farm compared to a
traditional farm?
Optional readings that might be useful for the exercise: Students should go over the
crowdsourced course reading list and start preparing the final blog post.
Teaching Resources:
● An abridged version of the Vertical Farms case study is available in Appendix 11 (for a
full version contact andre.calmon@insead.edu );
● Slides for the Blockchain discussion are available in Appendix 11.
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Session 12: Eliminating Food Waste—The Evolution of Value Chains Into Ecosystems
Description: Unilever's chief supply chain officer Pier Luigi Sigismondi and his team were
working toward a goal to halve the food waste in their supply chain by 2020. Initial analysis
showed that very little food was wasted due to processing within areas of the value chain
directly controlled by Unilever. Most occurred either upstream with its suppliers or downstream
with consumers. How could Unilever encourage these partners to improve, and what would be
the consequences—positive and negative—should they succeed?
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Examine how sustainability objectives can extend the `virtual boundaries’ of the firm.
● Describe the virtuous profit-impact cycle firms strive to create through sustainability
efforts and identify the critical success factors which underpin that cycle.
● Conduct stakeholder analysis to determine the varied effects an initiative can have on
partners based on their position in the value chain.
Required Reading:
● Drake, D. F., J. H. Hammond, M. G. Preble. 2015. “Unilever: Combatting Global Food
Waste.” Harvard Business School Case 615-040.
Assignments: Please consider the following questions as you prepare:
1) Can a firm using “triple bottom line” successfully compete against firms focused only on
maximizing profits? If not, why not? If so, how, and under what conditions?
2) How has Unilever’s sustainability initiative transformed its supply chain practices?
3) If Unilever succeeds in significantly reducing food waste in its end-to-end supply chain,
which of Unilever’s partners do you anticipate will be the winners and losers? What do
they stand to gain or lose? Is Unilever the right party to be leading this effort?
4) Based on your answer to question 3 above, how should Pier Luigi Sigismondi and
Unilever proceed? What steps should they take next, and why?
Optional Reading (for after class)
● Skapinker, M., S. Daneshkhu. 2016. “Can Unilever’s Paul Polman change the way we
do business?” Financial Times Online (September 29, 2016).
● Lubin, D., A. Longsworth, R. Russel. 2011. “Sustainability strategy transforms the
enterprise.” Balanced Scorecard Report.
Teaching Resources: The resources available in Appendix 12 are:
● Teaching plan
● Document camera materials
● Closing slides
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Session 13: Business Model Innovation and the SDGs Blog Post
Description: This is the final session before the SDG Bootcamp and acts as a "mini-capstone"
for the classroom portion of the course. The goal of this session is to promote peer learning and
discussion on UN Sustainable Development Goals and on the design of innovative business
models to achieve these goals. The blog post acts as a final course essay and gives students
an opportunity to "synthesize" the learnings of the course. Students post their write-ups to the
class blog, prepare a 5-minute presentation, and comment on at least three of their peer's
posts. Many groups will propose a business model that can become a startup. The instructor
ends the class with a recap and introduces the SDG Bootcamp.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Apply the tools covered in the course to evaluate the environmental and social
performance of an industry;
● Either propose a new business model or examine a recent innovative business model
that aligns profits and positive social and environmental impact;
● Explain how an innovative business model can help an industry profitably achieve its
sustainability goals
Required Reading: Read and comment on at least three other blog posts.
Assignment: Please read the description below and post your assignment on the course blog
at most 24 hours before the start of the session (3500 words maximum, groups of 4):
Choose one or more of the UN Sustainable Development Goals and an industry that you are
interested in. How do these goals compare to the industry’s current sustainability goals? Are the
current initiatives in this industry contributing towards achieving your sustainability goals?
Where do these initiatives fall short?
Propose and explain a business model innovation for a company (or set of companies) in this
industry that can help achieve your sustainability goals and that is also profitable. This can be
an existing business innovation or a new business model that you propose. State clearly the
context and the social/environmental challenge addressed. Furthermore, explore the following
questions:
1) How does financial growth and social/environmental impact form a feedback loop (i.e.
the faster the growth, the larger the impact and vice-versa)?
2) Why this innovation could be game changing (demand and/or supply point of view)?
3) What are potential costs and risks of this innovation?
4) Is anyone in the world implementing this?
Optional readings that might be useful for the exercise: All the prior readings and our
crowdsourced course reading list are relevant for the exercise.
Teaching Resources:
● The INSEAD class blog can be found here: http://insead.edublogs.org/ . Here are a few
sample posts from previous years: sample 1, sample 2, sample 3
● An overview of the session structure is in Appendix 13
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Session 14: The SDG Innovation Process and Format of the SDG Bootcamp
Description: We introduce the capstone portion of the course: The SDG Bootcamp. Students
explore their personal experiences with the problems addressed by the SDGs. We discuss the
SDGs, their targets and indicators, and how these can be practically applied. We then introduce
the SDG Innovation Process, and the self-directed gamified format of the SDG Bootcamp.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Identify their own personal connections with the problems addressed by the SDGs
● Describe the overarching structure of the SDGs, targets, and indicators
● Execute the SDG Bootcamp format for the remaining sessions of the course
Assignments:
● A required pre-course assignment is available in Appendix 14. This assignment is
used to form teams.
SDG Innovation Process: Teams will work to advance through the SDG Innovation Process,
which consists of the below phases:
1. Problem Framing: Exploring insights and frictions in global challenges and framing
a problem based on actionable insights.
2. Ideation: Conceptualizing solutions that address the problem framing, meet the
needs of the users, and fit into the needed role in the ecosystem.
3. Prototyping: Creating quick physical representations of the idea with minimal effort
so the idea can then be presented to potential users and stakeholders for feedback.
In between each phase is a “gate.” Students must complete the list of deliverables for their
current phase to pass through the gate to the next phase. Interested students may choose to
continue advancement through phases four and five (testing and implementing, respectively)
through independent study or guided mentorship from the instructor.
Materials: Each student receives a set of the SDG Bootcamp Activity Cards. The Activity Cards
are equivalent to a card-based board game. They provide:
● Instructions on the self-directed gamified format of the course
● Details on the phase deliverables required to advance to the next phase
● Activities for each phase that can be used to meet the phase deliverables
● Details on the final deliverables for the course
Teaching Resources: The resources available in Appendix 14 are:
● Teaching schedule
● Overview of SDG Innovation Process and course format
● Sustainable Development Goals Innovation Process Activity Cards
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Sessions 15 and 16: Leveraging Actionable Insights to Frame a Global Challenge
Description: The first phase of the SDG Innovation Process, Problem Framing, focuses on
framing a problem based on a specific user, a clear need, and a unique, actionable insight. We
explore the importance of framing a problem prior to designing solutions through case
examples. We then discuss how to how to compose an actionable insight and how to form this
into a clear problem framing statement. Students then assemble in teams and work
independently to complete the Problem Framing phase requirements.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Identify the importance of framing a sustainable development problem before
designing a solution
● Develop an actionable insight
● Frame a sustainable development problem with a specific user, need, and insight
Phase deliverables:
● Journey Map: The team’s plan for navigating through the SDG Innovation Process.
● Solution Canvas: Adapted from the Business Model Canvas. Sections filled out
related to insights, motivation, and problem framing.
● Well-defined problem framing
● Problem framing tree: Assessment of specificity of problem framing
Activities: Teams work independently to complete activities in preparation for their phase
deliverables. Example activitIes include:
● Definition of insights
● Problem framing template
● Problem framing tree - a root cause analysis activity
Formatting: Sessions 15-20 do not have firm time limits. Rather, teams will complete activities
on their own and at their own pace, guided by professors.
Teaching Resources: The resources available in Appendix 15 are:
● Sustainable Development Goals Innovation Process Activity Cards - Problem
Framing phase
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Sessions 17 and 18: Ideation and Selection Based on Feasibility and Impact
Description: The second phase of the SDG Innovation Process, Ideation, focuses on ideating
solutions to the framed problem and selecting an idea on which to focus. We discuss expansion
during ideation and contraction during downselection, with a focus selecting for feasibility,
impact, and value. Teams continue to work independently to complete the Ideation phase
requirements.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Brainstorm a variety of different solutions and map how these solutions address the
framed problem
● Assess solutions for feasibility, impact, and value created for users
● Identify and justify a solution on which to focus
Phase deliverables:
● Journey Map: The team’s plan for navigating through the SDG Innovation Process.
● Solution Canvas: Adapted from the Business Model Canvas. Sections filled out
related to solution, users, customers, and value.
● Sketches of three solution ideas
● Define value and complexity of three solution ideas
● Selected solution idea
Activities: Teams work independently to complete activities in preparation for their phase
deliverables. Example activitIes include:
● Brainstorming guidelines
● Planting idea seeds - a brainstorming activity
● Pitch your idea concepts
● Value vs. complexity mapping
● Downselecting ideas
Formatting: Sessions 15-20 do not have firm time limits. Rather, teams will complete activities
on their own and at their own pace, guided by professors.
Teaching Resources: The resources available in Appendix 16 are:
● Sustainable Development Goals Innovation Process Activity Cards - Ideation phase
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Sessions 19 and 20: Feedback Through Enabling Users to Experience the Solution
Description: The third phase of the SDG Innovation Process, Prototyping, focuses on creating
something that a potential user can experience, in order to give appropriate feedback on the
solution. We discuss prototyping for both tangible objects as well as processes, as well as
prototyping the entire solution concept versus an element of the solution. Teams continue to
work independently to complete the Prototyping phase requirements.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Produce a simple, rapid prototype through which others can experience your solution
and provide feedback
● Analyze what assumptions require testing
● Describe, assess, examine, analyze, identify
Phase deliverables:
● Journey Map: The team’s plan for navigating through the SDG Innovation Process.
● Solution Canvas: Adapted from the Business Model Canvas. Sections filled out
related to solution, resources, and cost structure.
● Outline requirements of prototype
● Creation of looks-like and/or works-like prototype
● Prioritization of what assumptions to test
Activities: Teams work independently to complete activities in preparation for their phase
deliverables. Example activitIes include:
● Design specifications
● Rapid prototyping
● Priority vs. confidence mapping
Formatting: Sessions 15-20 do not have firm time limits. Rather, teams will complete activities
on their own and at their own pace, guided by professors.
Teaching Resources: The resources available in Appendix 17 are
● Sustainable Development Goals Innovation Process Activity Cards - Prototyping phase
● Examples of prototypes from January 2019
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Sessions 21 and 22: Pitches and Preparing for Implementation
Description: Students pitch their work to each other, professors, and external evaluators. This
exercise serves as a launching point for discussing ways for teams to take their ideas forward to
implementation.
Learning Objectives: By the end of this session, students will be able to:
● Succinctly communicate their ideas to an external audience
● Navigate the entire SDG Bootcamp Activity Cards to continue developing their ideas
Deliverables:
● Three-minute pitch of the solution, followed by up to 10 minute question and answer
session
● Maximum 10 page written proposals, which can serve as a baseline written
document to share with people who might be interested in funding, supporting, or
joining the solution efforts in the future, should students wish to continue developing
your ideas.
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Appendix 1: Introduction Session Teaching Materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. Slides used when the session was taught at INSEAD in 2018. For the powerpoint
version, please e-mail andre.calmon@insead.edu
2. A recording of Andre Calmon teaching a version of this session in 2016 (link to Youtube)
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Appendix 2: Essmart Teaching Materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. A copy of the required reading and assignment
2. Slides used when the session was taught at INSEAD in 2018
3. A link to a recording of Andre Calmon teaching this session in 2016.
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OPEN VERSION

Essmart:
Distributing Life-Changing
Technologies to Rural Villagers
Essmart’s Mission: To bring essential, life-improving
products to all people, no matter who they are or where they
are from.

This case was written by Aqeela Nanji, under the supervision of André Calmon, Assistant Professor of Technology and
Operations Management at INSEAD, and Gonzalo Romero, Assistant Professor of Operations Management at the
Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto. It is intended to be used as a basis for class discussion rather
than to illustrate either effective or ineffective handling of an administrative situation.
Additional material about INSEAD case studies (e.g., videos, spreadsheets, links) can be accessed at cases.insead.edu.

This pre-release version may be used for teaching purposes but it has not yet received an official case number by The Case Centre.
No part of this publication may be copied, stored, transmitted, reproduced or distributed in any form or medium whatsoever without
the permission of the copyright owner.
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OPEN VERSION
Introduction
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OPEN VERSION
Great Ideas that Lose Their Way
Access to Resources

Life-Changing Innovations at the Base of the Pyramid
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OPEN VERSION

Distribution Methods for Durable, Socially Impactful Goods
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OPEN VERSION

Developing Essmart’s Business Model
Launching the Social Enterprise
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OPEN VERSION

Strategy
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Distribute
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OPEN VERSION

Guarantee

Pilots
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OPEN VERSION

Scaling Operations

Retailer Relationships

Brand Awareness
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OPEN VERSION

Professional Development Workshops

Essmart 2018: Short-Term Goals
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OPEN VERSION
Exhibit 1
Profiles of Essmart’s Management Team
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OPEN VERSION
Exhibit 2
Awards
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OPEN VERSION
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OPEN VERSION
Exhibit 3
Essmart Distribution Centres and Expansion Plans
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OPEN VERSION
Exhibit 4
Customer Testimonials
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OPEN VERSION
Exhibit 5
Sample Marketing Materials Offered to Retailers and End Customers

Solar Lantern Page of Essmart’s Catalogue for Retailers and End Customers

Essmart Hand Out for End Customers

Essmart Newspaper Ad
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OPEN VERSION
Exhibit 6
Store Visits and Demonstrations by Region in 2017

Exhibit 7
Training Videos
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INSEAD - Prof. Andre Calmon

Essmart Assignment

Besides the case, there is plenty of material available about Essmart on-line (a good starting
point is: http://www.essmart-global.com/media/). If you think that you do not have enough
information and/or data to answer a question, feel free to make assumptions. However, all
assumptions must be properly justified.

Question 1 - Describe Essmart
What is Essmart? What type of products is Essmart selling? Who are the stakeholders in
Essmart’s supply chain? What are the information risks and incentive alignment risks for each
of these stakeholders?

Question 2 - Essmart and BMI
What is Essmart’s business model? List the POM/BMI concepts that they are using and explain
how they apply to Essmart’s business model.

Question 3 - Warranties and Marketing at Essmart
To increase sales of its products, should Essmart increase marketing eﬀorts or after-sales services?
Why?

Question 4 - Possible Warranty Models at Essmart
As part of their “Demonstrate, Distribute, Guarantee” strategy, Diana and Jackie, the founders
of Essmart, are considering diﬀerent types of warranty strategies for a new solar-powered lamp
that they will sell. The options being discussed are:
1. No warranty is oﬀered;

1
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2. Devices that fail under warranty are returned by the customer to the point of sale (POS).
After a defect is verified, Essmart is notified and a new device is immediately shipped to
the customer as replacement. The replacement will be delivered within 24 to 48 hours. The
defective product is then sold for scraped or returned to the manufacturer for some salvage
value. The warranty length is 24 months;
3. Devices that fail under warranty are returned to the point of sale (POS) and then transported to a repair facility (managed by Essmart) where the defective product is repaired.
After repair is completed, the repaired device is shipped to the consumer. The whole process will take between 2 and 3 weeks, depending on the load at the repair facility. Thus, the
consumer does not receive a replacement immediately and waits 2 to 3 weeks for his/her
solar-powered lamp to be repaired. The warranty length is 24 months.
What are the pros and cons of each of these strategies? What are the tradeoﬀs? what data
should you collect in order to support/inform your decision on which warranty plan to deploy?

Question 5- A responsive closed-loop supply chain
Disclaimer: The goal of this question is to help you explore some of the challenges that arise
when managing closed-loop systems, and also the potential benefits that this type of system can
provide. Although this question is in the context of warranties, the intuition and analysis can be
applied to most types of closed-loop systems (recycling, sharing systems, on-line retailing, etc).
This question involves concepts in probability, and will require some math. You do not have to
be very precise, and don’t be afraid to ballpark your calculations – just make sure to justify and
explain your thought process. Also, feel free to ignore “Certified Pre-Owned” sales if convenient.
After some research, a new type of warranty system was proposed. This system, based on
the recycling/repair strategies of large consumer electronics companies, seeks to reconcile the
tradeoﬀs from the previous proposals. A description of this warranty system is described in the
appendix.
Forecasts indicate that the new solar-powered lamp will sell, on average, 2,500 units per week
during the first year after launch. After that, an upgraded model will be introduced and the sales
of the current model of the solar-powered lamp will be discontinued. Any excess inventory at the
reverse-logistics facility at the end of this product’s life-cycle will be sold through a “Certified
Pre-Owned” program.
Furthermore, based on previous models of this product, it is estimated that 15% of lamps will
fail during the first two years after their sales date (which is the warranty coverage period). In
this case, it is adequate to assume that the failure rate1 of this product is constant. Hence, the
probability of a device failing in a given week, given that it did not fail up to the beginning of
that week, is about
1

1
640 .

In other words,

1
640

of devices owned by customers will fail each week.

Also known as hazard rate.
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If this system is implemented, the expected lead-time to repair a device will be 3 weeks (we
assume that repair times are fixed) and that 20% of devices that arrive at the reverse logistics
facility cannot be repaired and are scrapped. Also, historical data indicates that about 10%
of sold devices are returned as “regret returns”, i.e., functioning devices that are returned by
the customers shortly after sales for a refund (customers have up to 2 weeks to return recent
purchases). Essmart can either resell functioning devices that were returned as “regret returns”
(sales occur through their “Certified Pre-Owned” program), or allocate them to inventory at the
reverse-logistics facility to satisfy future demand for replacements. If a stock-out at the reverselogistics facility occurs, warranty requests that arrive during the stock-out period are fulfilled
using new devices (it is more expensive to source a new device than to repair a broken one).
One key question when designing this system is: What fraction of regret returns should be
allocated as seed-stock to the reverse-logistics facility in order to minimize the number of new
solar-powered lamps being used as warranty replacements? For example, if the allocation fraction
of is 50%, about 125 returned devices will be allocated to the reverse-logistics facility (out of
the expected 250 regret returns received weekly). Using repaired devices or regret-returns for
warranty replacements is always cheaper than using a new device as a replacement.
Thus, estimate the expected number of new devices that will be used as warranty replacements
when:
• 0% of regret returns are allocated to the reverse-logistics facility (all regret-returns are
resold as certified pre-owned);

• 30% of regret returns are allocated to the reverse-logistics facility;
• 60% of regret returns are allocated to the reverse-logistics facility;
• 90% of regret returns are allocated to the reverse-logistics facility;
What allocation level would you choose?
Furthermore, what would be the number of new devices needed to fulfill demand for replacements in Option 2 of Question 3?
Bonus: In the previous analysis, we are not considering costs. If a new device costs $20, an
average repair costs $5 (including labour and transportation), the salvage value of an unrepairable
device is $4, and a refurbished (or “regret-returned”) lamp can be sold through the “Certified
Pre-Owned” program for $15, what is the maximum investment that you would be willing to
make in order to build this reverse-logistics facility?

Appendix: A different kind of warranty servicing strategy
Essmart is analyzing the possibility of adopting a new strategy for managing warranties and
after-sales service. Inspired by the consumer electronics industry in western countries, Essmart
is considering setting up a reverse logistics system to repair and refurbish products that they sell
and that fail under warranty.
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This dedicated reverse logistics facility would process customer warranty claims and regret
returns. Devices that are returned to this facility are typically repaired and/or refurbished
and then held in inventory. This inventory can then be used to serve as replacement devices
for future customer warranty claims. Essmart can also potentially sell refurbished devices into a
side-channel. This reverse-logistics system acts as a closed-loop supply chain (CLSC), as returned
devices get reused to satisfy customer warranty claims.
In this set-up, Essmart will oﬀer a customer warranty with strict requirements: when a warranty
claim is filed, a new or refurbished item must be given to the customer as a replacement within
48 hours. Thus, a replacement item is sent before the original item can be repaired. Repairing
items is relatively slow: Essmart must collect and then transport each defective product to its
reversed logistics facility, where it can take up to three weeks for the product to be repaired.

The customer warranty
The customer warranty is designed to minimize the time a customer spends without a working
device. For the purposes of this analysis, assume that this warranty has a base length of 12
months. If a device presents a problem, the consumer returns the device to the point of sale,
usually a small shop located near the village where the customer resides. If the problem is verified
by the shopkeeper, a warranty claim is filed and, if available, a replacement device is immediately
given to the consumer. If a device is not available in the store, a replacement product is delivered
to the store within 48 hours by Essmart. A key feature of this proposed system is that, whenever
possible, the replacement product is a remanufactured or refurbished device from
some previous warranty claim or regret return for the same model. If there are no
refurbished products available, Essmart will send the customer either a new device of the same
model. In this type of system, giving customers an upgraded device is usually as a ‘last resort”
for fulfilling warranty claims, since it creates an incentive for some customers to file warranty
claims as an attempt to obtain a better device.
The customer warranty contract also allows for regret returns, such that the user can return a
product within a few weeks after purchase for a complete refund, net of a stocking fee. Some of
these returned devices can also be transported from the retail site to the reverse logistics facility.
There can be loss in the system due to the structure of the warranties and due to customer
service considerations. An example is no trouble found (NTF) products, which are devices
where the customer claims that there is an issue with the device, but neither the shopkeeper
nor Essmart can replicate the problem. In this case, Essmart needs to decide if it will indeed
fulfill the customer’s warranty claim and; furthermore, Essmart might not use this product as
a replacement, since it cannot ensure perfect functionality. Another source of loss are devices
that simply cannot be repaired, usually due to extensive damage. In these cases, it may be too
expensive for Essmart to repair the product and hence there is a loss to this closed-loop supply
chain.
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Figure 1: Dynamics of the CLSC. The dashed line outlines the reverse logistics facility.

Operational flows of the reverse logistics facility
The reverse logistics facility processes the warranty claims and regret returns, and maintains
an inventory of refurbished devices. This facility also repairs failed devices. The dynamics of
this system are depicted in Figure 1. Grey arrows denote the flow of items from customers into
the system, dark arrows represent items leaving the system, and white arrows correspond to
the flow of items within the system. The dashed box outlines the limits of Essmart’s proposed
reverse-logistics facility that processes and stores returned items. The elements of the flow are as
follows:
1. When a warranty claim is filed at the point of sale, a replacement is either immediately
given to the customer if stock is available at the store, or a replacement is transported from
inventory within the reverse logistics facility. Note that the customer receives a replacement
before the original item is repaired.
2. The defective item is then shipped to the reverse logistics facility for repair.
3. A second source of inventory is regret returns. Customers that return an item through this
channel do not receive a new product.
4. Products received from warranty claims and regret returns go through a triage process that
generally leads to four possible outcomes: (i) no problem is found and the product is sent
to inventory after a refurbishment; (ii) there is a problem and the device and a repair is
attempted.
5. If the product cannot be repaired, it is either disposed or sold for scrap.
6. Excess inventory of refurbished devices held by the reverse logistics facility can be sold
through side-sales channels. Side-sales not only generate revenue, but also act as an inventory control mechanism, allowing the facility to reduce inventory levels, especially towards
the end of a product’s life cycle.
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Since this is a closed-loop system, there is a correlation between the demand for refurbished
devices (flow 1) and the arrivals of refurbished devices into inventory inventory (flow 4); furthermore, as noted earlier, there will be some loss as not all returned units are recoverable.
Due to the warranty contract, every customer warranty claim is fulfilled within 48 hours,
preferably using refurbished items. Backlogging of the demand for replacements is not allowed
and if there are no repaired/refurbished products in stock, Essmart will send the customer either
a new or upgraded item.
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BMI at the Base of the Pyramid
Andre Calmon
Gonzalo Romero (U. Toronto Rotman)

© Andre Calmon

1

Why should we care about
poverty alleviation?

© Andre Calmon
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Where is growth?

3

Share of informal employment in total
employment excluding agriculture

Source: ILO 2018

© Andre Calmon
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Data from Sub-Saharan Africa

Source: ILO 2018

© Andre Calmon
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Smartphone adoption is growing

Source: GSMA 2017

© Andre Calmon
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The Base of the Pyramid in India
Wealth pyramid of the poor in India (>80% of
population)
Upper Middle Income Poverty (< $5.5 in PPP)

Lower Middle Income Poverty (< $3.2)

Extreme Poverty (< $1.9)
Source: WB 2011
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Variability is evil: farming
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Variability is evil: farmers
What are the decisions?
What are the information risks?
What are the incentive alignment risks?
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Variability is evil: solutions
Increasing productivity is linked to decreasing
variability
Not enough to address demand side (market
failures): must address supply side too
E-Choupal

Exec. in residence: Dominique Lecossois
© Andre Calmon
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAk3Rl2rn1o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmCkrQ2IpPo

What is their business model?

© Andre Calmon
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Being poor is a risky business

Income Tomorrow

What is a poverty trap?

Income Today
© Andre Calmon
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Being poor is a risky business

Income Tomorrow

What is a poverty trap?

Keep an eye out for big
shifts out of the trap!

“Trap”
Income Today
© Andre Calmon
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Need at the Base of the Pyramid (BOP)
Hundreds of millions of people in low-income markets
have unmet essential needs, including access to
Potable water
Electricity and lighting
Cooking and refrigeration
Farming technology
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Life-improving technologies exist…
Many of these needs can be met
by existing technologies
Different than FMCG
Durable goods
New technologies
Relatively costly
Lack brand recognition

… but distributing them at scale is
hard

Solar lamp sales
Off-grid solar market trends report 2018 - Dalberg
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One more Extreme of
General Management

General
Management

Operations at the
base of the pyramid

© Andre Calmon
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Spot the difference
© Andre Calmon
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The value-access paradox in lowincome markets

availability
financial distress

consumer education
after-sales service

Value-Access Paradox

Financial
distress

Availability

BOP
consumer
challenges
Consumer
education

After-sales
service
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Availability: If you need it, you can't
find it
Limited shelf space in shops
Limited working capital
Demand is uncertain – most of
these products are new
Retailers need to "push"
products

21

Financial distress: If you can find it,
you probably can't afford it
Most life-improving durables are
worth a few weeks of labor (think
about buying a fridge)
Virtually all BOP consumers have
access to loans. However, loans and
financing can be expensive (monthly
rates as high as 10%)

About $30

Retailer's "skim" the market
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Consumer education: if you can access
the product, you might not understand its
value
Daily exposure to toxic smoke
generated from traditional cooking
methods causes 4 million
premature deaths a year (WHO)
Initiatives have been unable to
communicate the value of cleancooking solutions
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After-sales service: if it breaks, you can't fix
it
Market is flooded by cheap
products that are unreliable
(Brine et. al (2015))
Reverse logistics in this
context is difficult and
expensive
Products are designed for
cost, not repair…
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Manufacturer

Retailer

Consumers
© Andre Calmon
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What are the tradeoffs for a
consumer buying a new product?
Quality/Maintenance cost
Learning cost
Identifying benefits
Huge Opportunity Cost
Essmart offers warranties
© Andre Calmon
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Challenges for manufacturers
Huge search costs
Lack of trusted partners
Huge transaction costs
Lack of visibility (for more sophisticated contracts)
Lots of demand uncertainty
© Andre Calmon
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What are possible distribution channels?
How do they impact price/strategy?
NGOs: market distortions and requires subsidies
Door to door sales force: requires training and
might be hard to scale. Might increase price
Brick-and-mortar stores: super expensive and risky
Direct to small retailers: lack of trust, visibility,
logistics is an issue
© Andre Calmon
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Essmart and manufacturers
Increases visibility
Reduces search and transaction cost (pooling of
logistics)
Provides information
Might increase price (but increases size of pie)

© Andre Calmon
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Challenges for unorganized retail at
the BoP
Unorganized retail is >10% of Indian GDP and
second largest employer
Huge opportunity costs in adopting new products
Little access to “trade credit”
Little access to traditional
distribution channels
© Andre Calmon
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Essmart and retailers
Resequence decision of
carrying product (deliver to
order)
Consignment sales
Develops brand, relationship
and trust which allows for new
products
© Andre Calmon
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© Andre Calmon
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Word of the day: Shift Risk!!
Essmart acts as an intermediary shifting risk away
from those most vulnerable to variability
Can handle variability through statistical pooling
and focused logistics
What are the risks for Essmart? How can they
handle it? What are the challenges for growth?

Should we invest?
© Andre Calmon
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Global Distributors Collective
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What is the role of a
intermediary/marketplace?
1. Increase Incidence of supply-demand matches (due to risk pooling)
Search costs, Liquidity, etc.
2. Create Trust in Transactions
Insurance, Background check, Escrow, etc.
3. Price Regulation
and
Haggling, Prices adjust to match supply with demand
4. Lower Transaction Costs
Share transaction costs across many players
5. Reduce Opportunism, while retaining flexibility
Best of both worlds, marriage and dating
© Andre Calmon
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Parting thoughts: Facebook vs Essmart
“Grow then monetize”
Homerun strategy in Silicon Valley
“Social Entrepreneurship” in developing countries

© Andre Calmon
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Essmart wrap-up
Value-Access Paradox
Smart intermediaries will be big winners in the BoP
Be aware of poverty traps being relieved and changing equilibriums
Reverse–logistics acts as a real real option
Think about closed-loop systems in the long run. Simulation helps.
Word of the day: Shift Risk!
© Andre Calmon
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Appendix 3: Whole Foods Teaching Materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. Teaching plan
2. Document camera materials
3. Closing slides
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Appendix 4: Ekal Vidyalaya Teaching Materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. Teaching plan
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EKAL VIDYALAYA Teaching Plan
[5 min]

INTRO

[20 min]

NEEDS ANALYSIS & FAILURE OF GOV’T SCHOOLS
- Why have gov’t schools failed to serve rural children?
(School economic factors; rural needs factors)
- What are most critical education needs for rural India?
o How would you rank these? (List for value prop)

[15 min]

EVALUATE EKAL BMI PROCESS & RESULTING MODEL
- How does Ekal’s model address rural education needs?
o What sourcing relationships in portfolio? Why?
- Other ways could they have met needs? Why not these?
(Introduce concepts of internal / external consistency)

[15 min]

EKAL MODEL CONSTRAINTS TO GROWTH
- Historically, what growth challenges has Ekal faced?
- Going forward, what is their most challenging limiter?
- As Shyamji, how would you overcome these limits?

[20 min]

CONTRAST EKAL’S BMI to WHOLE FOODS’ BMI
- How does Ekal’s BMI approach differ from WF’s? Why?
- What would an Ekal solution to food deserts look like?
- Can you integrate this into WF model? How, or why not?

[15 min]

CASE and MODULE WRAP
- Introduce first blog post assignment, share samples
Overview of Board Plan

[4b] Ekal-esque Food
Desert solution(s)
[1a] Gov’t school fail
points (economic/need)

[3] Ekal’s present challenges /
plans to overcome them
[1b] Rural education needs in
[2a] Matched to Ekal Model

[4a] Greenfield versus
Brownfield BMI
[2b] Other options / eval
internal consistency
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Teaching Objectives

Assignment questions

CASE INTRODUCTION

In 1986, a group of social entrepreneurs reimagined education in India, developing a low-cost,
"one-teacher school" model to provide educational access in regions that had proven cost
prohibitive for government schools.
More than a quarter century later, in 2014, the Ekal network included over 54,000 schools, with
the goal of growing to a network of more than 100,000.
However, with the emergence of India as a burgeoning economic power, government schools
had received the mandate and funds to extend their reach to many of the regions that Ekal
serves. This has caused Shyamji and Ekal to reevaluate their role and their goals.
Our job today will be to first evaluate the Business Model Innovation Ekal undertook in their
early days; then to visit their present situation and decide how we would move Ekal forward.
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Appendix 5: Social Impact of Digital Transformation Blog Post Teaching Materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. Instructions on how to post on the class Edublogs blog
2. The INSEAD class blog can be found here: http://insead.edublogs.org/
3. Here are a few sample posts from previous years: sample 1, sample 2, sample 3.
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Appendix 6: Emma Shoes/Herman Miller Teaching Materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. An open and abridged version of the Emma Shoes case (for a full version, please
contact andre.calmon@insead.edu )
2. Link to a recording of Andre Calmon teaching a version of this session in 2016
3. Slides for this session
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OPEN VERSION

Emma Safety Shoes
Designing a Circular Shoe
(Open and Abridged Version)

This case was written by Andre Calmon, Assistant Professor of Technology and Operations Management, Luk Van
Wassenhove, Professor of Technology and Operations Management, The Henry Ford Chaired Professor of
Manufacturing, Director, INSEAD Humanitarian Research Group and Anne-Marie Carrick, Research Associate, all at
INSEAD. It is intended to be used as a basis for class discussion rather than to illustrate either effective or ineffective
handling of an administrative situation.
This is an open and abridged version of the case. For a full version, please contact andre.calmon@insead.edu
This open version may be used for teaching purposes but it has not yet received an official case number by The Case Centre. No
part of this publication may be copied, stored, transmitted, reproduced or distributed in any form or medium whatsoever without
the permission of the copyright owner.
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OPEN VERSION

Introduction

Overview of Emma Safety Shoes

Copyright © INSEAD
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OPEN VERSION

Emma – A Social Enterprise

Copyright © INSEAD
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OPEN VERSION

Safety Shoe Market and Emma

Supply Chain and Business Model

Copyright © INSEAD
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OPEN VERSION

Developing a Circular Shoe?
Turnaround

Copyright © INSEAD
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OPEN VERSION

Enter Frans Beckers and FBBasics

Copyright © INSEAD
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OPEN VERSION
Cradle to Cradle (C2) Protocol

Research into Circular Shoe

Challenges

Copyright © INSEAD
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The Circular Economy
(Emma and Herman Miller)
Andre Calmon

© Andre Calmon

1

Planetary Boundaries

G.M. Mace et al., Approaches to defining a planetary boundary for biodiversity. Global Environ. Change 28, 289-297 (2014).
Steffen and others, 16 January 2015, Science

© Andre Calmon
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The "doughnut": Social and Environmental Systems

© Andre Calmon
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© Andre Calmon
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About $1.5B in revenue/year (2001)
Has done environmental initiatives since the 80’s
Design for the environment

- Triple bottom line
- Eco-efficiency
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PVC vs TPU

Mirra

Aeron
© Andre Calmon
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EMMA Shoes – the circular shoe

© Andre Calmon

7

Group Exercise: PVC or TPU in the Mirra
Chair arm pad and Emma’s Circular
Shoe
Outline the information required to make this decision and who could provide this
information;
Based on the information available in the case, and considering Herman Miller’sor
Emma’s operation strategy, list the pros and cons of the decision between PVC and
TPU;
What is your recommendation? Should Herman Miller use PVC or TPU in the
Mirra Chair arm pad? Why? How about Emma?
List the stakeholders (internal and external) that are affected by your
recommendation. For each stakeholder, what are a few action items that the CEO
should take in order to implement your recommendation?
© Andre Calmon
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PVC or TPU for the armrest?
Retail price of chair is around
$750
Material will increase production
cost for each chair by about $5
to $15
Is it worth adopting it?

© Andre Calmon

Mirra

9

PVC or TPU for the armrest?
Pros of TPU:
Consistent with HM brand and goals
Good PR, advantage compared to competitors
PR will pressure competitors and level playing field
Transition to green materials will happen eventually

Cons of TPU:

Tooling is $$
PVC is industry standard
No infrastructure for recycling
Sets precedents for other products
© Andre Calmon
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What is different in Emma’s case?

© Andre Calmon
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“Classic” thinking in sustainability
Raw material
(cradle)

conserve, use less, waste less
(similar to Toyota, LCA)

End-of-life disposal
(grave)

What do you think
about this idea?

© Andre Calmon
Hoekstra, A.Y. and Wiedmann, T.O., 2014. Humanity’s unsustainable
environmental footprint.Science, 344(6188), pp.1114-1117.
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“Classic” thinking in sustainability
Raw material
(cradle)

conserve, use less, waste less
(similar to Toyota, LCA)

End-of-life disposal
(grave)

“Circular” thinking as a BMI: Cradle to Cradle

Tech.
Cycle

Biological
Cycle

© Andre Calmon
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Cradle to Cradle(C2C) Video

Waste = Food
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMsF1P-_vWc
© Andre Calmon
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Circular Economy: an economic system with
closed material loops (size >$500B/year)

© Andre Calmon
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Implementation of C2C
requires BM changes
Design: needs to change traditional way of thinking and also imposes
constraints (such as material choice).
Manufacturing (and remanufacturing): modularity for easy
assembly and recovery. Waste reduction. Data collection.
SC Management: Suppliers might not “buy in” if you are a
small/medium business. Requires sharing info and data.
Cost: Might require expensive changes
Brand and marketing: might backfire or be useless if not all
products are C2C
© Andre Calmon
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What does Herman Miller and Emma
gain?
First mover advantage! (anticipate legislation)
also reduce operating expenses, improves brand,
increases employee retention…
Example: Phillips – improve sustainability of products &
processes; pressure gov. for tougher regulation.

© Andre Calmon
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What happened at Herman Miller
They chose TPU and modified production tools
Mira chair design is modular (easy to disassemble and
repair)
Aeron chair also no longer has PVC
>50% of products follow “C2C protocol”
Current CEO, Brian Walker, will have 100% of products
C2C approved by 2020
© Andre Calmon
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What happened at Emma Shoes
They used TPU for the circular shoe
Initial launch was a success
Working on updating their business model

© Andre Calmon
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If C2C is so awesome, why is it
not more widespread?
“Closing the loop” is a BMI and requires big changes in existing
business models
Competing with focused “linear firms” might be initially
difficult.

It’s hard for the established companies to adapt:
New Business Opportunity!
© Andre Calmon
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Word of the day: Close The Loop!!

© Andre Calmon
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Innovation: Circular BMI
“Servitization”

© Andre Calmon
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When does this work best?
When there is price volatility and supply risk (e.g. rare earth minerals)
When waste from others can be used as inputs (agribusiness/upcycling)
When there is resource depletion and scarcity
Products that are expensive for customers, or that present information
risk for customers (e.g. CD’s - Spotify)
Products that can be modularized
When there is regulation (e.g. WEEE Directive)
© Andre Calmon
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What are the challenges?
Focused “linear” players
Incentive alignment risks with suppliers (needs trust)
Information risks from consumers (and also needs
trust)
High transaction costs
Price volatility
© Andre Calmon
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Innovation Template: Circular Economy
Template 1: Recycling/Upcycling/Reuse/Refurbish
Pick your favorite industry-market

Are there large supply risks? Are there scarce resources being depleted?
If yes, how are the incumbents dealing with this? Are they closing the loop? If yes,
how? If not, why not?
Are there opportunities to extract and reuse/recycle/upcycle the scarce/volatile
resource from products at the end of their life-cycle? If not, can you modularize
the product to allow for it?

Template 2: Extending life-cycles/servitization
Pick your favorite industry-market

Are there misaligned quality incentives? Are products expensive and/or have short
life-cycles?
If yes, how are the incumbents extending the product’s life-cycle? Are they closing
the loop? Are any players doing servitization?
Will servitization reduce risks for customers? Can you align incentives between
players?

© Andre Calmon
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Wrap-up: Close The Loop!!

© Andre Calmon
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Appendix 7: HeidelbergCement Teaching Materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. Description of Kiln Decision spreadsheet
(please email David Drake for a copy of the spreadsheet: dfdrake@colorado.edu)
2. Teaching plan
3. Free money game (1-slide)
4. Document camera materials
5. Closing slides

Description of Kiln Decision spreadsheet: This session is not intended to be a spreadsheet
building exercise, so a spreadsheet can be provided for students to weigh HeidelbergCement’s
options (for a copy of the spreadsheet, please email David Drake at dfdrake@colorado.edu). In
that spreadsheet, the large, gray block of data are facts from the case. The numbers in the blue
block are assumptions that students can adjust to test various scenarios. And the numbers in
the green block are calculations.
For any analysis that students do, they should assume:
1. That cement will sell for roughly 75€/tonne;
2. That the carbon cost pass-through rate is likely to be around 60% if a border adjustment
is implemented, but would be 0% without a border adjustment.*
3. That 5€ / tonne of CO2 is the lowest possible emissions price and 65€ / tonne of CO2 is
the highest possible emissions price, given the projections at the time of the case;
4. That a kiln, regardless of the technology used, has a useful life of 30 years; and
5. That HeidelbergCement uses a discount rate of 9%.
* Pass-through rate refers to the percentage of carbon cost incurred by a conventional
precalciner kiln that HeidelbergCement could pass on via price increases. Without a border
adjustment, this is very limited by the presence of offshore competitors. With a border
adjustment, based on HeidelbergCement’s experience in observing demand responses to price
changes, they have reason to believe that they could pass roughly 60% of their carbon costs on
to the customer without materially impacting demand.
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HEIDELBERGCEMENT Teaching Plan
[5 min]

INTRO

[15 min]

INITIAL RECOMMENDATIONS
- Alternative Fuel Capability & CCS

[30 min]

SCENARIO BUILDING
- What are the key uncertainties?
- What criteria should we use to make decision?
- Commonality in uncertainties [direction/pick one]
- Scenario Building / Narratives / Competition

[15 min]

SCENARIO PLANNING
- What should HC do in each future?
- Other stakeholder: How would EC feel about each?

[20 min]

IMPLICATIONS OF POSTPONE OPTION
- Value drivers of postpone option?
- Economic & Environmental Impact of Postpone
- What do you do over next 7 years? (or option below)
OPTIONAL: Play the “Free money game” if students
seemed hesitant to buy into the value in postponement

[5 min]

WRAP
Board Plan

[3] SCENARIO PLANS
[2a] PRINCIPLE
UNCERTAINTIES

[2b] SCENARIO
DESCRIPTIONS
[1] INITIAL
RECOMMENDATION

[4b] 7 YEAR PLAN
[4a] POSTPONE OPTION
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Teaching Objectives
1. Describe emissions regulations, its goals, potential adverse effects, and how it can impact firms’

decision-making.
2. Apply scenario analysis frameworks to analyze decisions with highly uncertain outcomes, identify

potential futures through the framework, and determine best option in each future.
3. Identify and describe real options and their value drivers, and distinguish a valuable option to

postpone a decision from simply deferring a difficult decision.
Assignment questions

CASE INTRODUCTION

Earlier in the course we looked at Whole Foods’s growth strategy and considered the
implications of location choice in a retail setting where customer fit and the potential for
cannibalization were important considerations.
Today, as we consider HeidelbergCement’s location decision, a whole different set of factors
from into play. Ultimately, to replace the expiring Kunda plant, the decision
HeidelbergCement must make combines a location and technology choice.
At one time, this decision would have been straightforward… shut down the legacy kilns in
Estonia and replace them with a precalciner kiln… But then EU-ETS was announced in 2000;
and implemented in 2005… and that has made the decision more complex and rife with risk…
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[COLD CALL] How has emissions regulation in Europe changed the game for Heidelberg?
[Brief discussion, let it be free flowing---costs; uncertainty; new competitive threats]
[Doc Cam regional asymmetry slides (slide 1 and 2) here or in discussion below if helpful]
The big decision in the case is deciding where to build a kiln and what kiln technology to use. For
now, let’s assume that postponing the decision is not an option. If you were von Achten, what
would you do?
[Push students for how they arrived at their decision.]
[Competing options with differing criteria are brought up at this point. The goal of the rest of the class
will be to bring clarity to the decision process.]
Center Board Middle
Recommendation
Precalciner/Kunda

Precaliner/Slantsy

CCS/Kunda

Known technology

Best for high CO2 price

Head start on learning

Best if low CO2 price

and no BAM (most likely)

Develop new
capability
- Platform option

- quite (most?) likely

Serve Russia if BAM

Industry “too big to fail”

- regional flexibility

HC the best w/ this tech.
Not time to invest in this
Ignores exposure in tech

Political unrest?
Increase BAM likelihood?
- bad for kiln, good for HC

- Network flexibility
Boost “green” brand
Carbon “Sink”
Costly!

Arguments for/against Slantsy Precalciner
-

Increase the likelihood of a Border Adjustment Mechanism (this will likely be presented as a negative for
the Slantsy investment; in reality HeidelbergCement would probably be thrilled to significantly increase
the likelihood of BAM by investing less than 200MM euro; do not raise this yet. A BAM would hurt the
profitably of this facility, but vastly improve their profitability across the rest of their EU network)
o That said, it is unlikely that the chance of increasing BAM is great. Would losing a kiln from
Estonia to Russia swing the vote of Britain and The Netherlands (to staunchest BAM holdouts)?

Arguments for/against Kunda/CCS
HeidelbergCement has developed the best capability in the industry in using alternative and bio fuels (45% in
EU, vs industry global average of 21%). Does that capability influence anyone’s decision? How?
Push: If you turn to CCS, do you get to leverage that capability?
- DOC CAM NET vs GROSS EMISSIONS (doc cam slide 3)

Answer: Yes… kiln acts as a carbon sink by generating negative net emissions from its fuel use)
Pretty technical insight; can distract from main message, so use with discretion. But… some students
find it really interesting that a cement kiln can be used to generate negative emissions. Very
pertinent to sustainable built environments.
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We are choosing a cement kiln and location… this is something HeidelbergCement has done for
over 140 years. Why is this so difficult now? [get more specific than in the opener]
What are some of the key uncertainties here?
Push: How is that making the decision more difficult? What is driving that uncertainty?
How should we even think about a decision like this when there are so many moving parts?
What criteria should we base this decision on?
[pounce on maimize expected profit how?… do we know probabilities for these uncertainties?]
o Key difference from Genentech case: Genentech had experience with drug discovery; could make
reasonable guesses as to probabilities of approval, etc. HC not so lucky]
Left Board Middle
Key Uncertainties

Two primary uncertainties

EU-ETS continuance (1)

1. CO2 Price Exposure

Emissions price (1)

2. Offshore Advantage

Free Allowances (1)
Political sanctions (2)
Border adjustment (2)
Exchange rate (2)
Technology risk (CCS)

Is there any commonality b/t some of these uncertainties?
Can we boil them down into a couple of primary uncertainties
that HeidelbergCement faces with this decision?
Which way would von Achten like these uncertainties to break?
[CO2 price low; Offshore advantage low]

-

Get this to point to later (opinion likely to change)

Possible Criteria (e.g.,)
1. Max profits?
2. Min chance of loss
3. Max optionality

If EC would let you pick one outcome; which would it
be? [Low CO2 price]; [again opinion will likely change]

Now let’s take a different approach to thinking about this. Let’s use these two uncertainties to
create four possible futures that HeidelbergCement will face (Draw 2x2)… Are each of these
scenarios feasible? What narrative would explain how we get from HeidelbergCement’s current
situation to this future?
What is the competitive landscape likely to look like in this future (i.e., where is HC’s primary
competition for the EU coming from)?
Who is setting the price (and with what technology)?
Center Board Top
Scenario Descriptions
Carbon Free

High
Carbon Flush

How:
Comp:
Low

High

Business as usual, a

Offshore advantage
Business as usual, b

Emissions Price Low

What would you call this scenario? Give it a name. [Iterate for each quadrant]
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Let’s think through this decision on a future by future basis. If we knew which of the futures we
would face, would it be difficult to decide which technology and location to invest in? Which
options would look most attractive if HeidelbergCement found themselves here [pick scenario]?
[Discuss; Iterate through the scenarios] Why? What options look particularly unattractive?
Left Board Top [LIKELY JUST ADD THIS TO CENTER BOARD]
(Emissions Price) High
Best: Kunda CCS

Best: Slantsy/Precalciner

Worst: Slantsy/Precalciner

Worst: Anything in Kunda

Env. Imp: Positive

Env. Imp: Negative

Low

High

Best: Kunda Precalciner
Worst: Kunda CCS
Env. Imp: None

Off. Adv.
Best: Kunda Precalciner
Worst: Kunda CCS

Low Env. Imp: None

Does anyone have some numbers that we can put to this?
- Walk through on doc cam; have own numbers standing by in case things go pear-shaped
- What assumptions have you made? (key ones: price; alt fuel mix; allowances)
So, part of what was making this so difficult is that the best option varies based on how all of these
uncertainties resolve… [doc cam results now, if you have not already, doc cam slide 4]… Each
option is preferred in some setting, and each option is the least preferred in some setting…

So, at the beginning of class, when we were exploring this choice… at one level, yes, we were debating
what technology or location to invest in. But at a deeper level, what we were really debating was what
future to invest in… or what futures to hedge against.

We still have one missing piece… who is the other major stakeholder in this game? [the EC]
-

How would they feel about each of these outcomes?

Stepping out of these alternate futures and back to the time of the case, does this exercise offer any
insight into how HeidelbergCement should replace Kunda if postponing were not an option?
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All right, when ignoring the option to defer, [summarize where discussion ended up without
taking the option to defer into account] How does the option to defer the Kunda kiln for an
additional seven years change things?
[DISCUSSION]
What does this option to defer buy you?
- Reduces cost of being wrong: How much is simply postponing a wrong decision worth?
- Increases chance of getting it right:
Is this an attractive option for HeidelbergCement?
In general, what drives the value of an option like this? (see “value drivers” list below)
Center Board Middle
Option to Defer
Risk mitigation

Value drivers

< cost of being wrong

Low cost to “buy” option

- Pushes invest. Out 7 yrs

Substantial uncertainties

- Saves 10’s MM in NPV

- value increases w/ unc.

< chance of being wrong

Outcome vary a lot based

> chance of being right
Environmental Impact
Negative: extend wet kiln

on how unc. resolves
Long horizon to execute

If wrong, lose 160MM euro. (170MM for CCS)
Discounted loss if made 7 years from now:
100MM euro
(87MM for CCS)
NPV savings: 60MM euro
(83MM for CCS)
(Beware: cost of “buying” the option is 65MM euro)
- 5MM upfront;
- 9 euro/ton in Esse (Wet kiln op cost vs. precalciner)
- 14 euro/ton in Kunda when transshipping
Value drivers close:
So if you have enough of these (indicate value drivers) then
you have a valuable option to defer.
If you don’t have enough of these, you’re just procrastinating!

Options---see what students recommend HC do over the next seven years or play the “free money game”
to shine more brightness on what distinguishes an option to defer from simply procrastingating
Option 1: If you choose to defer the decision, what else should HeidelbergCement be doing over
the next seven years?
Center Board Middle
POA next seven years
Continue to develop CCS technology
-

Platform option

-

May be worthless, may save your business

Lobby the European Commission
-

Don’t passively wait for future

-

Be active in shaping future

How much will CCS be worth to HeidelbergCement?
- Depends… maybe nothing, maybe a lot
So why are they investing so heavily in it?
- CCS technology is also a real option; in this case, a
platform option.
What drives the value of this sort of option? (same as above)

Based on this discussion… Can anyone make a case for investing in CCS today? [Treat the Kunda
CCS plant as production scale R&D; begin the learning, get an edge over competition; just one plant in
broad network… yes, likely to lose money, but it provides improved option value]
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Option 2: Now… you are all business students, and that often means that we have a bias toward
action. That’s good… sometimes! But it also means that choosing to wait can leave a bad taste in
our mouths. So… let’s make sure that there can actually be value in waiting.
I need a volunteer… [If no hands follow with: “you can when ten dollars”]
[Walk through the “free money game” slide]
Here’s the game: You choose a number from 1 to 6. After you give us all your number, I am going to
roll a di. If the number I roll matches the number I gave us, then you get the ten dollars. Sound good?
What is the expected value of playing this game?
Okay… ready? What’s your number?
[After they give you a number almost roll the di] Wait… wait. Let’s make this more interesting.
Instead of playing the basic game, I want to give you a choice.
Here’s a quarter [hand the student a quarter]. Now… you can buy an option here. You give me that
quarter back, and we change the game up. You pay me the quarter, and then you don’t have to give me
your number until after I roll the di. Sound good?
What is the expected value of this version of the game?
[Play the game out; the student almost certainly will play the second version and win $10]

[Wrap up the game by highlighting the difference---noted on the slide---between buying an option to
defer and simply procrastinating]
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Appendix 8: Better Place Role-Playing Game Teaching Materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. A recording of Andre Calmon teaching the introduction to the game in 2016.
( https://youtu.be/3wfvmlPfv7E)
2. A description of the game and each player's role;
3. Game debrief slides.
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Group Sheet
Part 1: Introductions

Part 2: Discussion

Part 3: Decision Time and After Class

Part 4: Next Class

Copyright © Andre Calmon
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Mr. (Mrs.) Marcos (Sarah) Santos - Better Place VP of Operations

Preliminary Instructions:

Details of your role (share this with Taylor Smart):

•

•

•

Decision

Copyright © Andre Calmon
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Mrs. (Mr.) Taylor Smart - Better Place Business Developer
Preliminary Instructions:

Details of your role (share this with Marcos (Sarah) Santos):

Copyright © Andre Calmon
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Your Objective:

Evaluation

Copyright © Andre Calmon
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Mrs. (Mr.) Aditi (Arjun) Gupta - COO, Major Engines
Preliminary Instructions:

Details of your role:

•

•

•

Copyright © Andre Calmon
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Decision:

Evaluation

Copyright © Andre Calmon
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Mrs. (Mr.) Olivia (Oliver) Green, Partner, Clean World Fund
Preliminary Instructions:

Details of your role:

•

Copyright © Andre Calmon
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•

Evaluation

Copyright © Andre Calmon
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Mr. (Mrs.) Lucas (Lara) Weber, Environment Minister of Carpania
Preliminary Instructions:

Details of your role:

Copyright © Andre Calmon
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Decision

Evaluation

Copyright © Andre Calmon
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Better Place Debrief
Andre Calmon

© Andre Calmon

1

Better Place Debrief

Founded in 2007
Raised >$700 million
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ReMZzaj6gdo

© Andre Calmon

2
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What is their business model?

Does the “mobile phone” metaphor make sense?
© Andre Calmon

3

Who were the stakeholders?
Consumers
Better Place
Government
Auto manufacturers
Investors
© Andre Calmon

4
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Consumer: What are the risks?
Range Anxiety
Cost
Quality
Charging Time

© Andre Calmon

5

Group Outcomes - EA
Government
Group

Better
Place

1

No

2

4/4

3

No

4

3/4

5

4/4

X

6

3/4

X

7

3/4

8

4/4

9

3/4

10

4/4

Tax
Breaks
Swap

X

Tax
Incent.
EV

Tax
Incent.
Green

Carbon
Tax

X

X

X

X

X

?

X

Omega

EcoInj.

X

X

BP

X

?

?

$18.5
$10

$18

X

X

$20

X

X

$13.5

$6.5

X

X

X

X
?

© Andre Calmon

?

X

$18

?

$20

$10

$2

$20 (?)

X

EcoInj.

$20
$1.5

X

Sunny
Tech

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

BP

Investor

X
X

X

Major Engines

$2
6
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Group Outcomes - EB
Government
Group

Better
Place

1

Tax
Breaks
Swap

Major Engines

Investor

Tax
Incent.
EV

Tax
Incent.
Green

3/4

X

X

X

2

3/4

X

X

X

3

3/4

X

X

X(?)

$13.5

4

4/4

X

X

$19.5

5

3/4

X

$18

6

0/4

7

4/4

8

No

9

4/4

X
X

X
X

X

X

BP

X

X

Omega

EcoInj.

BP

Sunny
Tech

$7.5

$12.5

$18

X
X

X
X

Carbon
Tax

X

X

X

$2
$6.5

$2
$15

$5

X

X

$15

X
X

EcoInj.

$13.5

$6.5

© Andre Calmon

7

Better Place:
Marcos (Sarah) Santos and Taylor Smart
What did you want?
What were the decisions?
How were you evaluated?
What is realistic? What is not?
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A
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Better Place:
Marcos (Sarah) Santos and Taylor Smart
Outcomes (EA):
Group

Outcome

Groups 2, 5, 8, 10

4/4

Groups 4,6,7,9

3/4

Group 1 and 3

No Entry

© Andre Calmon

9

Better Place:
Marcos (Sarah) Santos and Taylor Smart
Outcomes (EB):
Group

Outcome

Groups 4

4/4

Groups 7 and 9

4/4 (But no carbon tax
and EcoInject
happened)

Groups 1, 2, 3, 5

3/4

Group 6

0/4

Group 8

© Andre Calmon

No Entry

10
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Government: Lucas (Lara) Weber
What was your objective?
What were your options?
What did you decide?
Why were governments reluctant
to give Better Place a tax break?
© Andre Calmon

11

Government Options
Carbon Tax: Increases cost of CO2 emissions
Tax incentives for Electric Vehicles
Tax incentives for Green Tech
Tax Breaks for switching stations
What is the “greenest” combination?
© Andre Calmon
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More
Subsidies for
stations

You need to think
Cradle to Cradle!!

Less Range
Anxiety

Higher EV
Adoption

More Driving

In 2012, more than 50% of
Americans lived in areas
where EVs were more
pollutant than hybrid cars.

More Energy
Consumption

More
Pollution?

Don "State of Charge: Electric Vehicles’ Global Warming Emissions and FuelCost Savings across the USUCSs. April 212
© Andre Calmon

13

Government Decisions (EA)
Group

Outcome

Groups 2, 5, 8, and 10

EV and Stations tax break

Group 9

EV tax break + Carbon Tax

Groups 4 and 7
Group 6
Groups 1 and 3

EV Tax break + Green Energy Tax
Incentives
Swap Station Tax Break + Green
Energy Tax Incentives
Carbon Tax + Green Energy Tax
Incentives
© Andre Calmon
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Government Decisions (EB)
Group

Outcome

Groups 4, 7, and 9

EV and Stations tax break

Group 5

EV tax break + Carbon Tax
EV Tax break + Green Energy Tax
Incentives
Swap Station Tax Break + Green
Energy Tax Incentives

Groups 1 and 2
Group 3

Carbon Tax + Green Energy Tax
Incentives

Groups 6 and 8

© Andre Calmon

15

Investor: Olivia (Oliver) Green
What were your options?
How were you evaluated?
Where did you invest?
What is the “greenest” option?

© Andre Calmon
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Payoff table for the investor

Clean World Fund
Decisions

Government Decision
Carbon Tax
+ Green Tax

EV Tax
Break+
Green Tax

EV+Carbon
tax

Switching
Station + EV

SunnyTech

350%

350%

30%

30%

EcoInject

500% or 100%
(depends)

100% or -100%
(depends)

500% or 100%
(depends)

100% or -100%
(depends)

Better Place

-100%

600% or -100%
(depends)

600% or -100%
(depends)

600%

What were the challenges?
© Andre Calmon
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Investor outcomes (EA)
Group

Decision

Outcome

Groups 5, 6, and 10

$20mm in BP

600% ROI

Group 4

$18mm in BP + $2mm
in SunnyTech

600% BP + 350% on
Sunny Tech

Group 3

$10mm in EcoInject +
$10mm in SunnyTech

500% on EcoInject
350% on SunnyTech

Group 2, 7, 8

$x in BP and $y in
Sunny Tech

600% on BP and
30% on SunnyTech

Group 1

$20mm in EcoInject

500% on EcoInject

Group 9

$18mm in BP + $2mm
in EcoInject
© Andre Calmon

600% on BP + 500%
on EcoInject
18
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Investor outcomes (EB)
Group

Decision

Outcome

Groups 4

$19.5mm in BP

600% ROI

Group 1, 2, and 3

$x in BP + $y in
SunnyTech

600% BP + 350% on
Sunny Tech

Group 6 and 8

$x in EcoInject + $y in
SunnyTech

500% on EcoInject
30% on SunnyTech

Group 5, 9*

$x in BP and $y in
Sunny Tech

600% on BP and
30% on SunnyTech

Group 7*

$15mm in BP

600% ROI

*EcoInject and no Carbon Tax

© Andre Calmon
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Major Engines: Aditi (Arjun) Gupta
What were your options?
What were your alternatives?
What would you have to change
to accommodate BP? (Why did
Nissan/Renault do it?)
What was your decision?
© Andre Calmon
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Major Engines Payoff Table

Major Engines Decisions

Government Decision
Carbon Tax

EV Tax Break

EV+Carbon
tax

Switching
Station + EV

Better Place

-$50mm

+6% -$50mm
or -$50mm
(depends)

+6% -$50mm
or -$50mm
(depends)

+6%

EcoInject

+3%

+ 1%

+3%

+ 1%

BP+EcoInject

3% and -$50mm

+ 1% -$50mm
(depends)

+ >6% -$50mm
or
+3% and -$50mm
(depends)

+1% -$50mm

Omega

<1%

4%

4%

4%

Omega+EcoIn
ject

≈3%

≈4%

>4%

≈4%

What were the challenges?
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Major Engines outcomes (EA):
Group

Decision

Outcome

Group 9

Partner with BP +
EcoInject

>6% increase in
market share -$50mm

Groups 2, 5, 6, 7, 8

Partner with BP

6% increase in market
share -$50mm

Groups 1 and 3

Omega + EcoInject

>4% increase in
market share

© Andre Calmon
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Major Engines outcomes (EB):
Group

Decision

Outcome

Group 5 (?)

Partner with BP +
EcoInject (?) with
Carbon Tax

>6% increase in
market share -$50mm

Groups 1, 2, 3, 4

Partner with BP

6% increase in market
share -$50mm

Groups 6 and 8

Omega + EcoInject

>4% increase in
market share

Group 7 and 9

BP + EcoInject – No
Carbon
Tax
© Andre Calmon

3%, -50mm
23

What would be the
“greenest” outcome?

© Andre Calmon
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Group Outcomes - EA
Government
Group

Better
Place

1

No

2

4/4

3

No

4

3/4

5

4/4

X

6

3/4

X

7

3/4

8

4/4

9

3/4

10

4/4

Tax
Breaks
Swap

X

Tax
Incent.
EV

Carbon
Tax

X

X

X

X

X

EcoInj.

X

X

BP

?

X

?

?

$18.5
$10

$18

X

X

$20

X

X

$13.5

$6.5

X

X

X

X

X

X
?

?

X

$18

?

$20

$10

$2

$20 (?)

X

EcoInj.

$20
$1.5

X

Sunny
Tech

X

X
X

Omega

X

X

X

BP

Investor

X
X

X

Major Engines

Tax
Incent.
Green

$2

© Andre Calmon
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Group Outcomes - EB
Government
Group

Better
Place

1

Tax
Breaks
Swap

Major Engines

Investor

Tax
Incent.
EV

Tax
Incent.
Green

3/4

X

X

X

2

3/4

X

X

X

3

3/4

X

X

X(?)

$13.5

4

4/4

X

X

$19.5

5

3/4

X

$18

6

0/4

7

4/4

8

No

9

4/4

X
X

X
X

X

X

BP

X

X

Omega

EcoInj.

BP

Sunny
Tech

$7.5

$12.5

$18

X
X

X
X

Carbon
Tax

X

X

© Andre Calmon

X

$2
$6.5

$2
$15

$5

X

X

$15

X
X

EcoInj.

$13.5

$6.5
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What are unrealistic things about the
game?
Decisions are not made simultaneously
There are uncertainty in the outcomes of decisions
There might be many more stakeholders
Trust and information risks for partnering with
companies
© Andre Calmon
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Big Takeaway: Alignment Risk
Beware of “private” information and collusion. It can alter
equilibrium outcomes
“Utility” of an outcome might mean different things to different
stakeholders
Do not make assumptions when there is no trust
The more moving parts, the harder it is to get a desirable
outcome.
Be upfront about your hypothesis and experiments

© Andre Calmon
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If Better Place was so great, why did
they fail?

© Andre Calmon
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Hints of failure: Better Place in Japan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSUSFMGvuJ0
© Andre Calmon
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How to lose $1billion (in 8 simple steps)
1.

Pride (think that you won by design, clouded
judgment)

2.

Launch too early with wrong assumptions on
your business model

3.

No focus: Go global or go home

4.

Too many promises without experimenting

5.

Alienate potential partners (Alignment Risk)

6.

Vicious cycles: Sunk cost fallacy

7.
8.

Burn all bridges
Pride (don’t learn from your mistakes)
© Andre Calmon
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Similar decisions, different outcomes
Government during crisis invested in local manufacturers (auto
bailout)
Car companies decided to invest in own vehicles (Chevy Volt)
Switching stations and batteries were more expensive than
expected
Complaints that Better Place wasn’t “actually green”
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What do you think Better Place
should have done?
Start Focused (fleet vehicles?)
Experiment more and design better experiments
Obtain Economies of scale through other means
Vertical Integration
Was it really a BMI or just leveraging limitations
in tech?
© Andre Calmon
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Will Tesla succeed? What is different?

“People love their iPhones – not the wireless carriers”
© Andre Calmon
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Supercharger instead of swapping
stations

© Andre Calmon
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Important lessons
Start focused
New tech adoption + new business model is very
tricky and requires many incentives to be aligned
Experiment, but do it in the right way
Who will look after the environment?
© Andre Calmon
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Appendix 9: Climate Change Blog Post

Contents of this appendix:
1. The INSEAD class blog can be found here: http://insead.edublogs.org/ . This exercise
was inspired by a similar exercise at HBS.
2. Here are a few sample posts from previous years: sample 1, sample 2, sample 3
3. Debrief slides
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Climate Change Discussion
Andre Calmon

© Andre Calmon

1

Planetary Boundaries

G.M. Mace et al., Approaches to defining a planetary boundary for biodiversity. Global Environ. Change 28, 289-297 (2014).
Steffen and others, 16 January 2015, Science

© Andre Calmon
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A blanket around the Earth

Source: http://climate.nasa.gov/causes/
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Source: http://climate.nasa.gov/causes/

© Andre Calmon
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Temperature data from four international science institutions. All show rapid warming in the past
few decades and that the last decade has been the warmest on record. Data sources: NASA's
Goddard Institute for Space Studies, NOAA National Climatic Data Center, Met Office Hadley
Centre/Climatic Research Unit and the Japanese Meteorological Agency.
© Andre Calmon
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Welcome to the new normal

© Andre Calmon
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Reactions - COP21: 1.5 oC

IPCC 5 and Paris Agreement
© Andre Calmonare on course website. 9

Adaptation: What will this mean for
business?
More information risk (supply/demand risk)

More regulation

More funds for clean tech

More need for resilience and LCA
© Andre Calmon
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Things are looking good for renewable energy

© Andre Calmon
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Food Supply Chains

© Andre Calmon
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Consumer Goods and Retail

© Andre Calmon
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Energy Sector
Stranded Assets
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Insurance & Asset Management

© Andre Calmon
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Construction and Future of Cities

UAE
© Andre Calmon
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Tourism

© Andre Calmon
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© Andre Calmon
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Fashion
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Tragedy of the commons
Cod stock Millions of tons

Regulation kicks in

Complete collapse – fishing rate was too high

What are the causes of collapse in Northwest Atlantic cod fishing?
Overshoot
Tech evolution and insufficient (self) regulation
Complete collapse (equilibrium shift)

How about climate change?
© Andre Calmon
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Takeaways
Climate change is a complex multifaceted problem ("wicked
problem")
Will require engagement of multiple stakeholders to change
equilibrium
Will require carrots and sticks
New economic equilibrium has to be sustainable both from
an environment/social and economic point of view
Will we change in time?
© Andre Calmon
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We need new business models

© Andre Calmon
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Beyond BMI: Call for Action
You can make a difference
Help manage equilibrium
change (both on supply and
demand side!)
Plenty of business
opportunities

© Andre Calmon
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Appendix 10: Self-Regulation: IKEA and Sustainable Apparel Coalition Teaching
Materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. Slides used when the session was taught at INSEAD in 2017
2. A recording of Andre Calmon teaching this session in 2016.
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Self-Regulation and the Future of Trust
Andre Calmon

© Andre Calmon

1

Industry Challenges…
R. M. Locke, F. Qin, and A. Brause, “Does monitoring improve labor standards?
Lessons from Nike,” Industrial & Labor Relations Review, vol. 61, no. 1, pp. 3–31, 2007.

© Andre Calmon
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Decades of challenges

© Andre Calmon
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Patagonia’s case
Second tier suppliers (textile mills) were involved in
human trafficking and exploitation
175 textile mills
Is this an easy
problem?

© Andre Calmon
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© Andre Calmon

What to do when labor
violations are suspected?

5

”create a better everyday
life for the many people”

IKEA started investing in better relationships with
suppliers in the 80s (after a formaldehyde incident)

Supplier contracts imposed strict environmental code of conduct
(zero-tolerance policy)

In the mid 90s, produced most of its rugs in the Uttar
Pradesh, India and in Pakistan

Swedish TV doc in 1994 depicted child labor in an IKEA supplier
in Pakistan. Code of conduct was extended to include a new
labor policy. All suppliers signed contract addendum.

At that time, decided not participate in the Rugmark
Consortium, an industry wide entity that created a ”no
child labor used” label for rugs.
© Andre Calmon
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What to do when labor
violations are suspected?

”create a better everyday
life for the many people”

In 1995, a famous German documentary
maker notified IKEA that one of its main
rug suppliers, Rangan Exports, was using
child labor.
Sent a film clip to IKEA and requested an
IKEA representative to participate in a
live-broadcast TV panel that would occur
within 24 hours, after the film was aired.
What would you do as the head of
IKEA’s rug division?
© Andre Calmon

7

What would you do?
”create a better everyday
life for the many people”

Would you send someone to participate in the live
panel?
Would you terminate Rangan Export’s contract?
Would you join the Rugmark Consortium?
Is it a ”no win” situation? Would you leave India?
© Andre Calmon
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Immediate aftermath
”create a better everyday
life for the many people”

IKEA immediately terminated their relationship
with Ragnan Exports
Did not join Rugmark (thought it was risky)
Stayed in India

but... turned out the story was fake. The
filmmaker was arrested by the German police.
Most of his documentaries were fabricated.
© Andre Calmon
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Now what?
Align tactical response to firm's
strategy:
Only abandoned existing suppliers
if they were unwilling to address
child labor
Addressed root causes:
"Alternative Learning Centers"
together with UNICEF to help
children bridge into traditional
schools. Over $200million invested

”create a better everyday
life for the many people”

Marianne Barner

Child labor in rug industry report
© Andre Calmon
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Lessons: Tactical
”create a better everyday
life for the many people”

Processes must exist and goal must be clear.
Investigate before you act
Cutting off suppliers might not be the right answer
and might exacerbate issues. Think about second
order consequences
Problems are usually systemic
© Andre Calmon
n
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How will you get your suppliers to comply?
Lobby for regulation? Regulation can makes thing worse
Random inspections? Cat and mouse game
NGO’s? Can be bribed
Capacity/Training investment? “Model Factory”, but
might work
Sanctions/Penalties? Does not solve the problem
© Andre Calmon

13

Implementation (three different styles of oversight):
“Police Patrol + Fire Alarms + Fire Extinguishers”

Inspection (police patrol - proactive)

Alarms (media, NGO’s,
employees, decentralized)

Extinguishers (training, education,
investment, alternatives, terminations)

Beware of incentives: depending on "carrots and sticks" that you use, there will
14
be different oversight equilibria….© Andre Calmon
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Quick word on the Rugmark
Consortium
Founded in 1994 by Kailash
Satyarthi
Eventually became GoodWeave
International
Winner of the Nobel peace
prize in 2014.

© Andre Calmon
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The SAC

© Andre Calmon
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© Andre Calmon
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Higg Core Functionality

Complete and
Post Higg Index
Modules

Connect and
Share Modules
with Supply Chain
Partners and SAC
Members

Compare your
Performance to
your Peers
through the Web
Tool Benchmark

20
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Dozens of Mining Companies
D

100s of Chemical Companies

Dozens of suppliers in the auto
industry

All Major Oil Companies

© Andre Calmon
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Why do companies attempt to self-regulate?

vs.

© Andre Calmon
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Why do companies attempt to self-regulate?
Good PR
Alternative is government regulation
Collective reputation affects individual firms
(coercion/externalities)
Information risk for customers
Creates "market rules"
Too costly for suppliers to deal with many regulations
Customers are willing to pay more (maybe?)
“Follow the leader”
Actually cares about environment (maybe?)
Adverse Selection
Moral Hazard

© Andre Calmon
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What makes a self-regulation
organization legitimate?
Credible measurement and enforcement mechanisms
Sanctions, expulsion can hurt brand, effectiveness in imposing
standards and metrics

Perception of legitimacy
Won’t be ignored

Good Reputation
Able to disseminate and exchange information (mimetic
forces)
Needs to be privately beneficial

Which of these is the hardest to achieve?
© Andre Calmon
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SAC growth
Define a
measure (Higg
Index)

Increase
Enforcement

Get adoption

Slow growth
through
experimentation

Encourage
information
sharing
(transparency)

Build reputation

They have a
social network

Will it work?
© Andre Calmon
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Now What?
This is not just a compliance/regulation problem:
this is a business model problem.
We need Business Model Innovation – what tools
will you use?
Circular model
Fire Alarms + Police Patrol (+ Fire Extinguishers)
Increase Visibility (Fire Alarms - Crowdsourcing)

Resequencing (BTO)
Reduce information risk
Incentive alignment

© Andre Calmon
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Challenge: solve this problem.
Think of a supply chain you are familiar with or
interested in
What are the main sustainability challenges? Why are
suppliers not complying?
How are these challenges attached to the business
model (revenue/cost models and information risks)?
Can you think of an innovation that changes the risks,
costs, and revenue, and also address the
sustainability/social concerns?
© Andre Calmon
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Takeaways
Knee-jerk reactions might not be optimal in the longrun (remember IKEA)
”Police Patrol + Fire Alarms + Fire Extinguishers”

Self-Regulating Organizations can be an alternative to
government regulation. However, they are subject to
adverse selection and moral hazard.
To be effective needs: Enforcement, credibility, reputation,
ability to disseminate information

What’s next?
© Andre Calmon
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Appendix 11: Technology as a driver of innovative business models: Blockchain and
Vertical Farms - boom or buzz?

Contents of this appendix:
1. An abridged version of the Vertical Farms case study (for a full version contact
andre.calmon@insead.edu)

2. Slides for the Blockchain discussion.
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A bit of Bitcoin
Andre Calmon

© Andre Calmon

1

Bitcoin as a successful example of
self-regulation
Cryptocurrency created by "Satoshi Nakamoto" in
2008.
Successful digital money needs to answer two
questions:
Can I certify that this money is authentic and not
counterfeit?
Can I be sure that no one else can claim that this money
belongs to them and not me? (Aka the “double-spend”
problem.)
© Andre Calmon
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How traditional banking works
works

Centralized
ledger

© Andre Calmon

Blockchain

3

Everyone has a (encrypted)
copy of this ledger. This is the
cool part. It’s just a list of
transactions.
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Blockchain is a distributed ledger

It is a list of transactions that has been crowdverified. You get rewards for making sure that the
crowd approves and adding to the blockchain (e.g.
mining bitcoin).
Giant shared spreadsheet where its hard to change
entries. Easy to read, hard to write. Some data is
public, some data is private.
It is a distributed database. It powers Bitcoin, but it
is different from Bitcoin.

5

Different models

© Andre Calmon
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What is a Blockchain?
https://anders.com/blockchain/
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When could a Blockchain be used?
Need for redundancy found in distributed ledger
Multiple writers from different organizations
(1000s, 10,000s)
There is absence of trust (people might cheat)
No trusted intermediary available
Transaction Interaction (past transactions affect
future transactions)
Need for rules and validation
Assets/info can be verified in real-life
Source: http://www.multichain.com/blog/2015/11/avoiding-pointless-blockchain-project/
© Andre Calmon
http://www.multichain.com/blog/2016/05/four-genuine-blockchain-use-cases/

8
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What does this have to do with
sustainability?
Sustainability is fundamentally an incentive alignment and
information risk game
Information in SCs are extremely fragmented. ”Multiple audits”
IT costs are proportionaly too high in developing countries
Regulation is not enough for global supply chains (poverty
chasing)
More smartphones than toilets: most logistics data systems are
not suited for the ”leapfrog” reality of developing countries

© Andre Calmon

9

Operational Advantages
Interoperable
A modular, interoperable platform that eliminates the possibility of double spending
Auditable and Traceable
An auditable record that can be inspected and used by companies, standards organizations,
regulators, and customers alike
Cost-efficient
A solution to drastically reduce costs by eliminating the need for “handling companies” to be
audited
Real-time and agile
A fast and highly accessible sign-up means quick deployment
Public
The openness of the platform enables innovation and could achieve bottom-up transparency in
supply chains instead of burdensome top-down audits
Guaranteed continuity
The elimination of any central operator ensures inclusiveness and longevity

Source: provenance whitepaper

© Andre Calmon
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Applying it to Tuna (Provenance)
Coinbase
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© Andre Calmon
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Will this work for tracking physical
assets?
What are some of the challenges?

© Andre Calmon

15

What other cool things could we do
with distributed ledgers/databases?
Smart contracts: like renting a movie on iTunes, but
on a Blockchain. It’s a contract that enforces itself.
Written in code and included in the "blockchain".
Can set permissions and conditions
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Example (IBM is not the only player)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IgNfoQQ5Reg
© Andre Calmon
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Takeaways
Blockchain technology might me the solution for
many visibility/coordination/cost issues in fragmented
supply chains. Might be the next big thing.
Remember the fundamentals: it's not about the
technology, it's about the supply chain.

© Andre Calmon
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Additional Resources (check class
Google docs for more)
Light

Provenance’s whitepaper: https://www.provenance.org/whitepaper
UK Government report to blockchain:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/49
2972/gs-16-1-distributed-ledger-technology.pdf
FT.com: http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/454be1c8-2577-11e5-9c4ea775d2b173ca.html
Fred Eshram’s post about Ethereum: https://medium.com/the-coinbaseblog/ethereum-is-the-forefront-of-digital-currency-5300298f6c75#.8w17rx5jp
Beginner’s guide to blockchain: http://blockstrap.com/en/a-complete-beginnersguide-to-blockchain-technology/

Heavy

https://anders.com/blockchain/
Princeton’s bitcoin course: https://www.coursera.org/course/bitcointech
Mastering Bitcoin: https://www.bitcoinbook.info/
Ethereum’s Whitepaper: http://gavwood.com/paper.pdf
Satoshi’s paper: https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
© Andre Calmon
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Appendix 12: Unilever Teaching Materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. Teaching plan
2. Document camera materials
3. Closing slides
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UNILEVER Teaching Plan
[10 min]

INTRO & VIDEO
- End with Paul Polman doc cam quote

[20 min]

HOW SHOULD INVESTORS FEEL ABOUT QUOTE?
- Can 3BL be competitive? How? [Virtuous cycle]
- Is 3BL advantage sustainable? [Critical success factors]

[25 min]

HOW HAS 3BL CHANGED PARTNER RELATIONSHIPS?
- Introduce concept of operational vs. sourcing control
o What sourcing relationships in portfolio? Why?
- Unilever’s Firm boundaries
o Coordination/transparency/complexity
o Ecosystem view (involving competitors, gov’t)
o Introduce concept of coopetition

[10 min]

HOW DO PARTNERS STAND TO GAIN OR LOSE?
- Upstream / Downstream
- What is the impact on sales? [Tomato example]

[10 min]

BIGGEST CHALLENGES? RECOMMENDATIONS?
- What is the likely bottleneck to effort? How to address?
- How to develop relationship with consumer? Realistic?

[15 min]

CASE and MODULE WRAP
- Introduce final blog post assignment, share samples
Overview of Board Plan

[3] STAKEHOLDER
ANALYSIS
[2a] OPERATIONAL vs
SOURCING CONTROL

[2b] FIRM BOUNDARIES
[1] 3BL POSITIVES and
NEGATIVES / VIRT CYCLE

SCREEN DOWN FOR DOC
CAM & POWERPOINT
[4] CHALLENGES &
RECOMMENDATIONS
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Teaching Objectives

Assignment questions

CASE INTRODUCTION

Since its origins, Unilever has taken a social-minded approach to business. But Paul Polman has
taken things up a notch since his arrival in 2009; doubling down on that aspect of Unilever’s
mission.
To give this some context, we have a short video that describes some of the recent progress
made at Unilever. This video refers to waste to landfill progress… not food waste progress, but
it will give you a sense for what is being done by the organization. [PLAY VIDEO]
Video link (~ 2 min): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W700bpAPdQw
That video was first shown at an investor meeting. Pier Luigi was running that meeting, and he
said it was really an eye-opening experience for him. Within UL extraordinary there is
extraordinary buy-in for 3BL, but that was not the case among the investor community.
Here’s a quote from the case [DOC CAM PAUL POLMAN’S QUOTE, slide 1]
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[COLD CALL] If you are a potential investor, how do you feel about Paul Polman’s quote and
Unilever’s triple bottom line approach? [Allow for a fairly free discussion]
[DOC CAM PIER LUIGI’S INITIAL 3BL QUOTE, slide 2]
[READ QUOTE] This is the essence of Unilever’s 3BL mind-set. But this begs the question: How
can a 3BL firm compete with a profit maximizing firm in the long-run?

Center Board Middle
Can 3BL Compete?
Advantages

Disadvantages

Increased margin

“Cost of leadership"

- Improved op efficiency

- Staff, Opportunity Cost

Increased demand

Constrains supplier set

- Stronger brand

Are advantages sustainable?

- Increased price, or volume

- Competitors can copy

[Virtuous Cycle Figure]

Success Factors
Increase demand via brand

Drive innovation / discovery
- Suppliers may serve comp. Maintain efficiency edge
Employee retention
- Not all options win-win
[highlight paths red]
Push: What is the cost of leadership?
- Hiring staff dedicated to the effort
Optional: If students argue that
- Implementing processes/systems to vastly increase value chain transparency Unilever may ‘run out of
- Opportunity cost; what else could senior leadership be driving?
opportunities’ to reduce waste
profitably, it can be useful to
[Build the Virtuous Cycle boxes as each comes up during the discussion]
take a moment for an aside to
discuss Marginal Abatement
Operational
Food
Waste
Cost Curves (doc cam materials,
Reinvest
Efficiency
Reduction
slide 3 and 4), which is a useful
tool for prioritizing sustainability
Improve
improvement projects.
Brand

Improve
Profits

Lower Cost

Increase
Demand

Lower Price

If Unilever is creating an advantage through 3BL, is that advantage sustainable? How… (Why Not?)
[highlight points on the virtuous cycle] Push: What are the critical success factors… What must Unilever
achieve through 3BL for it to provide a sustainable advantage. [Doc cam 3BL advantage quote, slide 5]
Increase demand via brand: Not certain… we’ll get recommendations for how you might attempt this toward the end of our discussion.
Maintain an efficiency edge: May involve competitors in improvements, but need to stay a few steps ahead. (highlight related paths)
These are the success factors… [Pick a skeptic]… it’s not clear that UL can achieve these through 3BL… you seem to have
some doubts that they can, which is fair, but if they do achieve these, how would you feel about their 3BL efforts?
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How has 3BLchanged the way that Unilever engages with their partners?
USLP requires an intimate understanding of partners’ operations
[When/if sufficient coordination examples given] Visualize Unilever’s supply chain… what strikes you
about these examples?
They all involve farmers… (UL’s 2nd, sometimes 3rd tier supplier); Unilever is not in any of them
o Not coordinating its activities w/ suppliers; coordinating activity in periphery of its network
In order to execute on the Sustainable Living Plan, Unilever has extended its virtual boundaries, and
intensified its activity within those boundaries. What are the downsides to this? (Complexity! Driven by
scale of the effort and product/supplier heterogeneity)
Is their engagement limited to their partners? [Gov., NGOs, competitors; taking an ecosystem view]
Drive home ecosystem view [Doc Cam Pier Luigi Value Chain quote, slide 6]
Unilever is no longer managing a supply chain; they are managing an ecosystem

Center Board Top
3BL Impact on Partnerships
Increased coordination
- Farmer to farmer (Kenya & Argent.)

[diagram of ecosystem]

- Farmer to processor (tomato grading)
- Farmer to government (Hindustan)

Increased complexity

Increased transparency

- Expanded dimensions to monitor

- Requires operational knowledge
Ecosystem view

- Scale of the effort
50k farmers for vegetables

- Governments, NGO, competitors

- Heterogeneity (product, partner)

[OPTIONAL; time permitting]
We have talked about operational and sourcing control, the advantages and drawbacks to each…
which should Unilever be leveraging with the Sustainable Living Plan? [Doc cam slide 7]
Center Board Middle
Method to achieve 3BL
Operational Control
- Little direct op. control
own some farms, etc.

[DO NOT BOARD, BUT DISCUSS]
Sourcing Control
May not drive change
[idea of additionality]

need to build case
What would Adam Smith say?

What sort of souring relationships would
you want in your portfolio? Why?
How can you exert operational control if
you don’t have an ownership stake?

Increasing demand
Invisible hand drive change
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Let’s say Unilever pulls this off… They execute and deliver on these success factors, so 3BL is
successful for them. How do their partners stand to gain or lose?
Center Board Middle
UPSTREAM

DOWNSTREAM

Liberated capacity

Retailers:

- land, processing equip. Lower COGS
Potential to capture share

- some savings passed on

Lower COGS (inc. yield)

Potential differentiation

Lower prices

Retailers: - lower sales?

- more supply

Consumers:

- less demand in market

Lower prices & volumes

Have tomato waste doc cam slides (slides 8 and 9)
ready to bring up if the discussion starts to get
bogged down in numbers.

If you are Pier Luigi and charged with overseeing the implementation of the Sustainable Living
Plan, what do you expect will be the biggest challenges?
How would you address these challenges?
Push: Where do you expect the bottleneck to be in identifying and implementing improvements?
- We know there are three strategies for alleviating a bottleneck: [get reactions ideas for each]
o Add capacity. Improve bottleneck efficiency. Divert demand to other resources.
Push: How might Unilever begin to extend the initiative downstream?
- How might they engage the consumer about doing that?
Center Board Middle
Challenges

Recommendations

UL is the bottleneck

Roundtables / Coalitions
Share work with horizontal
Best practice portal

Involve downstream
-

retailers

-

consumers
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Appendix 13: Business Model Innovation and the UN SDG’s Blog Post Teaching
Materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. The INSEAD class blog can be found here: http://insead.edublogs.org/ . Here are a few
sample posts from previous years: sample 1, sample 2, sample 3
2. Session Structure

Session Structure:
Instructors are encouraged to run this session as a "blog jam" and stimulate discussion among
students, promoting peer learning. At INSEAD, student groups have between 3 and 5 minutes
to present (depending on the number of groups) and an additional 5 minutes discussion. The
instructor should push the presenters to describe how profit and positive impact are connected
in the proposed business models, and to analyze barriers for scaling. Instructors should also
point-out how this activity "ties" the first part of the course together. The session should finish
with a recap of the first part of the course and an introduction to the SDG Innovation Bootcamp.
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Appendix 14: The SDG Innovation Process and format of the SDG Bootcamp teaching
materials
This appendix contains:
1. Pre-course assignment
2. Teaching schedule for the SDG Innovation Bootcamp
3. Overview of SDG Innovation Process and course format
4. Sustainable Development Goals Innovation Process Activity Cards (for a full version of
the cards please contact jackie.stenson@insead.edu)
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Schedule: Day 1

09:00

10:00

Introductions
Overview of SDGs and personal experiences
Overview of Innovation Process, deliverables, and Activity Cards
Break

Team assembly; Overview of Problem Framing phase

11:00
Work in teams
12:00
Peer feedback session

13:00

Lunch
Overview of Ideation phase

14:00
Work in teams
15:00
Peer feedback session

16:00
Work in teams
17:00

Schedule: Day 2

Overview of Prototyping phase; Overview of Day 2

09:00

Overview of Day 2; Recap of Prototyping phase; Overview of Testing phase
Work in teams

10:00
Peer feedback session

11:00

Work in teams

12:00
Lunch
13:00

14:00

Work in teams
DUE: Pitching PPT (optional)

15:00

Work in teams

16:00
Team pitches
17:00
Overview of remaining deliverables
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The SDG Innovation Process

SDG Innovation Process
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Deliverables
Pitch
20 Jan
16:00
Written
p p
proposal
27 Jan
23:59
Self and peer
evaluation
28 Jan
23:59

Objectives: Share your passion and your solution with your peers and
course instructors.
Requirements: 3-minute pitch + up to 10 minute Q&A session, 1 per
team
Grading: Accounts for 30% of your grade
Objectives: Describe your problem and solution in more detail. Create a
baseline that proposal that can be used to develop a detailed business /
implementation plan in the future.
Requirements: Written proposal, maximum 10 pages, 1 per team
Grading: Accounts for 30% of your grade
Objectives: Evaluate your own contributions and the contributions of
your teammates throughout the SDG Bootcamp
Requirements: Peer evaluation, filled out individually
Grading: Participation (including instructors’ assessments) accounts for
40% of your grade

How to progress through the SDG Innovation Process
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STEP 1: Choose your Activity Cards

Align directly with requirements for next phase
Can set up your team to complete the darker heading activities

STEP 2: Complete activities to meet Gate requirements
Journey map

Solution canvas
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Other tools
Peer feedback sessions

Team progress board
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SDG Innovation Bootcamp Activity Cards - Examples
Introduction and Gate Requirements

Problem Framing Phase

Ideation Phase

Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0. Work based on UNLEASH Activity Cards.
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Prototyping Phase

Testing Phase (not covered in course)

Deliverables

Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0. Work based on UNLEASH Activity Cards.
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Appendix 15: Leveraging actionable insights to frame a global challenge teaching
materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. Sustainable Development Goals Innovation Process Activity Cards - Problem Framing
phase (for a full version of the cards please contact jackie.stenson@insead.edu)
2. Example of a problem framing tree (activity from Problem Framing phase) from January
2019
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SDG Innovation Bootcamp Activity Cards
Problem Framing Phase

Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0. Work based on UNLEASH Activity Cards.
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Appendix 16: Ideation and selection based on feasibility and impact teaching materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. Sustainable Development Goals Innovation Process Activity Cards - Ideation phase (for
a full version of the cards please contact jackie.stenson@insead.edu)
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SDG Innovation Bootcamp Activity Cards
Ideation Phase

Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0. Work based on UNLEASH Activity Cards.
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Appendix 17: Feedback through enabling users to experience the solution teaching
materials
These appendices contain:
1. Sustainable Development Goals Innovation Process Activity Cards - Prototyping phase
(for a full version of the cards please contact jackie.stenson@insead.edu)

2. Examples of prototypes from January 2019
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SDG Innovation Bootcamp Activity Cards
Prototyping Phase

Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0. Work based on UNLEASH Activity Cards.
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Appendix 8: Better Place Role-Playing Game Teaching Materials
Contents of this appendix:
1. A recording of Andre Calmon teaching the introduction to the game in 2016.
2. A description of the game and each player's role;
3. Game debrief slides.
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